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While T waited and looked on I presently
recognized in this watchmaker an old acquaintance—a steamboat engineer of other
days, and not a good engineer either, lie
examined all the parts carefully, just as the
watchmaker had done, and then delivered his
verdict with the same confidence of manner.
He said:
"She makes too much steam—you want to
hang the monkey wrench on the safety
j valve'”
I brained him on the
spot, and had him
! buried at my own expense.
fly uncle William (now deceased, alas I)
rsod to say that a
good horse was a good
horse until it had run away once, and that a
good watch was a good watch until the repairers got a chance at it. And ho used to
wonder what became of all tho unsuccessful
tinkers, and gunsmiths, and shoemakers, and
blacksmiths : but nobody could ever tell him
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out two or three thousand for

with ladies when travelling. I’d like to see
"Hood heaven, .Jenny!” said Dick Marry.; his person. Cull’ robbed the old man of his watch,
W liy didn't you tell me Unit your friend | as the people suspected, and the Lwo in-y.-. were
Angelica, when she opens my satchel.’’
thoroughly acquainted with the habits of the old
And Dick fell to musing, witii the slipper | Belie wt: uij "Angel of Mercy?”
»
i:r.
] reelutiman and the premises. The boys apparently had
fit:*-- if Hie1-.'ir-l » .iiin cted a- they
‘•15eeau.se i didn't know till lust night, and considerable talk
perched on two lingers, and the frilled white
in regard to the money, and on
1
his
knees.
sack
out
A
" id*.
then
tenderly upon
Belle made me promise not to toll. Monday, of last week, they met. when Pettis sug;i• b nor by sui'abl
spread
liuilro idsr
*■
*
*
*
*
A*
!
A:
And, besides, you didn’t want to meet the ! gested that CutV should take a pistol which Pettis
util: -•- our power- and cap-nIn an upper apartment of a handsome man- freckled -■•lioel
and shun by wood and wold,
1 m
l!y
Wi- li..\'e uni n ached tii-.
girl till it was positively; owned, break into Howard’s house at night, cover
point that we
haunted
ruin;
Ly
sion in St. Louis, on the evening of the day necessary,” returned Jenny, mischievously. himself with a bedquilt so the old man would not
gray and old..
know him, and obtain the money,
ougut. When the roll of the cars shall
Howard
P.y moss-grown beech, whose leaves unfold
j our heroine first made the reader’s acquaint iIt would be hard to say which of the four in case he was discovered, 'i bis shooting
Cull* declined to
a mi i iui
<oiin«l in ewn town: when our
Their russet garb of green and gold.
Belle
and
beautiful
the
Aldeu,
that
made
anee,
do,
that
bridal
Pettis
was
the
to
petted
wanted
have
him
do
all the [December Galaxy.
saying
Jenny’s
Dear Margin rip ;
party
hap-, work,
cma
! ix
a i-t.- the : Mali! l'oivc ill
dashing
and that his own people would find him out:
of the house, sat contemplat- piest that day.
only
daughter
!' ro. l.v harriers, but shall be bound to |
trace her footsteps' gentle tread.
Dick did not go to Paris that winter. He and, finally, the boys separated, with the undering tiie ariou-• articles her confidential maid
Her path amid the poppies red:
that Pettis should undertake* the robbery
PEG WOFFINGTON.
h i ilia
ii.i'; whii-i the spindle, or crush the
was disposing upon the table—articles taken found that iSt. Louis contained more attrao- standing
And still 1 hear the words she said—
j on Tuesday morning, and that Cuff should be there.iiit1' mof lit'-* ilit* rough material upon
than
Dick
no
less
a
At Drury Lane, Garrick found himself asreceptacle
to assist.
They'll bloom above me when I'm dead.”
Marcy’s tions than any foreign city.
On Tuesday morning, ’utV says, about 4
j from
Mia.
:
<", ri
l; when our lakes and
Ah. Marguerite!
But the next, fall will see Dick and Belle o'clock, he woke up just as a pistol-shot was fired. sociated with his old friend Macklin, who
travelling bag.
|
1
his
mother
he
was
in
X-..1 ill* ir million ions of rystal iee
l’he cards and cigar case lay side by side, on their wedding tour, and he vows lie will Telling
flte joyous voice, whose mellow fall
going to see about some was deputy manager, and with that dallytraps, he hurried to Howard’s house just as Pettis
Made music in the ancient hall.
and a highly scented party they were
ar*
have the two, old romantic travelling bags struck
gathered ; when shipthe old man with an axe on the door-steps of ing and dangerous beauty, Peg Woffington,
j
That sang like linnet on the wall,
;
“What’s in the little, silver Hast, Rosa?” brushed up for the occasion. Doctor Town- the house, ile then saw Pettis
d-d. mr «• ri<t.fn»m cast U< wr-t: when
And shed a lustre over all—
drag the body to under whose spell he appears to have fallen
said the fair mistress.
•"•: i.i-hrd at home for mu*
send, who is to go along, says he knew the the bars and endeavor to get it through. At "that as early as 1740. As an actress, she was adin *»i iFond Margueriti !
young
minute he saw that girl she would one day time Cuff was discovered by the other boy who mirable for the life, the nature, and the grace
“Brandy, ma’am,” replied the maid.
: then, and not till then, shall we
x'wmiit
Now, where the elms their branches throw
“lie can’t be very dissipated, to travel with he Angelica Marcy, as he “felt it in the air.” called to him for assistance. This assistance Cuff which she threw into all she did, set off by a
i.; tub possibilities
Alhwart the gliding streamlet's flow
willingly rendered, and the body was dragged into
such a little bottle. That’s in case of sit kWhere stiir-ol-P.ethleTns hud an i blow.
the meadow where it was searched. The old mail’s line person, and a face which, as her portraits
’.'".ill mi
wi,. t- .un-h when wc have home
GENTLEMAN FARMING.
ncss, t suppose,” returned Belle.
soul's ideal sleeps below—
wallet, a key, a knife and some tobacco were found show, though habitually pensive in its exMy
Maii.t!mti•
w;li furnish these, and
in the pocket of his pants. Pettis took possession j pression, was
Lost Marguerite!
SHOCKING MURDER.
| “it i- my belief.” said Rosa, who was a
capable of kindling into pasbni 'n-inu!
urn
\ cry pleasant to talk about.
can.
ATilliou- of lloating
ot
the money and kev, and the other articles were
don’t
one
hear
Why
shrewd girl, “that the gentleman was a
sion, or beaming with the sudden anil titlul
the New Bedford Mercury, Doe. 6.J
left
b
oil
the
[From
The
-n ••nr
t.ni- !p"li< .1 to int.-niai im- of gentleman printers, gentleman merchants. genthen
the
body.
commenced
boys
of feeling anil fancy. She had been
mighty nice one. else you’d not. so readi ly
tleman doctors, and gentleman everything riser
1
BELL ALDFN S TRAVELLING BAG.
grave, digging alternately, until, Cuff says, it be- lights
o.*
I!-*
i.il-lm.: of ipon exi- and canals.
A horrible murder, sickening in every detail, was
ev use the cards and the bottle.”
Hto great popular mistake of those who talk ol
to grow light, and they were alarmed.
literally
picked out of the streets of Dublin
The
gan
a
tew
miles
of
Head
the
rtf Westc orlvsliops, and mills.
■!
r
All gentlemen play committed within
Fo
A train bound for St. Louis bad just lefi
shame, Rusa.
gentlemanly farming is, that they suppose the
corpse was placed in the grave, but it was not deep as a child crying “half-penny salads," and
time
between
and
some
Tuesday
Friday enough, and Cuff took it out. The boys then had a trained
port,
i' • yi.n i tlx* utilizing ol practical fanner to he a boor ol necessity, and that t,bi! depot of ltellefontame when a gentleman euchre travelling, and even clergymen take morn
by a rope dancer, Mine. Violaute, as
ill£s of last week. The victim was Benjamin
li;» culling is a vulgar one. unfit for an ..ted
i.Md not only j .a \ tin* holders
tbo smoking ear. and laid his band a little brandy in case of sickness,” answer- Howard, an old man of S2 years, who for about consultation, and finally Pettis went to th» house one of a Lilliputian company, in which she
mind; yet when sublimated by intelligence, educa- entered
and obtained the saw and axe, and, while CutV
resided
in
near
ed
Belle.
lias
the
bouse
where
“And this man was a gentleman, forty years
the
,*
11■ 11• y !•> ) : } ubli. waltli and tion and refined associations,
the shoulder of bis travelling; compan.-i.i in .i
may be made respect- upon
watched, Pettis cut off the leg. CutV says they figured in such parts as Captain Macheath.
able I “Gentleman farming'’ is a rank humbug, as ion—a tall, handsome man of thirty, who and a liberal one, too for he gave the poor deed was perpetrated. The bouse is situated about could not drag him on the
:: -.* <•:
population.
wall, for ho w; s very Like ltachel and many other celebrated
a quarter of a mile off a cross road leading from a
other
profession or trade would be, followed sal musingly blowing Lugs of smoke into emigrant woman $10. What’s that, Rosa?”
heavy, and that was the reason for severing the women, she contrived, it is hard to say how,
Sit tiM*ni with ui abundant any
road to Westport Point to one known as the “Sod- limb. The
in the same fashion—that is, by hanging out a sign,
boys then hurriedly carried the remains to educate herself so that she could hold her
For, at that moment, Rosa held between om ltoad.” In this bouse for the length of time
the air.
n
11,. v ilow onward to the
into the
j iurnishiug the shop, store or "office with its stockpartially covered them-with Caves, own in conversation in
mentioned Howard lias led a solitary life, relieved and loll woods,
any society; and such
“Marry,” said the new-comer, “if you her fingers a letter.
-ailthousands of tranW in-trade, and then leave it to the clerks and slioptlx
them. On the way home Pettis toh Cuff
a visit from Mrs. filiza Howard,
then
and
it
was
now
a
Whether
read
to
by
want
to
see
at
once
and
saddest
the
sweetest
to
take
care
wrong
that he was hid behind a wall when Howard came was her natural grace that she excelled in
strangof, while tilt; principal goes about
•1 Io11.tidd. and the lminu- boys
■; m
over lit) years of age, and the widow of
from the barn, with the milk-pail. The old man characters like Millament and Lady Townly,
[talking politics, or spending his tin.. the har- sight you ever beheld, go into the last car er's letter vexed Belle for a moment, as her an oltl lady
aixt mills. i< turning with raw
His brother. Within a few months past she visited
or fooling away bis time in anv other nonbut one on the train. There's an emigrant eyes glanced at the superscription and hand her brother-in-law, but left him about two weeks saw him, and asked him what lie was doing there. in which the well-bred air of good society
poon),
u
iiu productions.
Our Farmers | sense.
in bi
in
[Boston Cultivator.
Pettis made no reply,but fired at himjustas lie reach- was essential.
German woman, with four little children, writing.
Frank, kindly, and impulsive,
ago, and the old man remained alone, tiis nearest
;.r.-p.T, tiLi artizons ilourish, and the sun
of all things!” exclaimed the de- neighbor being a quarter of a mile distant. The ed the door-step. The old man >at down his milk pail she had also wit at will to give piquancy to
and during the afternoon the youngest, a
“Why,
and then fell. Pettis ran out, attacked the victim
m:
would !<*oi down upon a happy
litti!
a cow ami two yearlings, and a tew
man
old
with an axe, ami at that moment. Cuff appears; on the expressions of a very independent turn
baby, lias died. The mother and the other lighted girl, seizing the letter. “Why, Rosa,
PORTER ON GRANT.
; wealth, of industry. nn-.l of peace.
xi
this i; Jenny Marcy’s writing, and addressed fowl, and his habits had been so regular for many the scene. Cutf says Pettis gave him a tcn-dollar of mind. She never scrupled to avow that
children are unconsolablo.'’
in regard to the care of bis little farm",
past
years
’•! j.i, -in* that generous policy that will
“1 can understand,” interrupted the smok-: to Richard Marcy—her only darling brother— and Ills life bad invariably been stie.li a solitary one, bill and some scrip on the way home, but does not she preferred the company of men to that ui
[ from the K. V. World, Dec.
know how much money he retained. The wa let,
women, who “talked," she said, “of nothing
p m1 m invest, and our young men and
or. “the sadness of such a scene, but where | who was in Europe when we two graduated that his neighbors felt no great solicitude in regard
ami key were thrown in the woods. On
On Thursday morning last, one of the pistol
to him.
but silks and scandal.” Tho men returned
[copy.]
at Madam Ritter’s, in Brooklyn.”
\
vitliiii titir borders. AYitii a climate
is the sweetness you spoke of ?”
Pettis
cautioned
CutV
Sunday
night
tCling
against
the' compliment by being very fond of her comBelie read rapidly till she had reached the neighbors passed Howard’s bouse, and noticed it anything. CutV says Pettis was
North Atlantic Si}i:ai>ron.
“I'm coming to that.
The whole party
bo x
dor j.ur. .uiti >e.*m*ry so varied and
much
frightvery
)
at
an
as
it
was
but
tlie
Was closed
early hour,
r. >. Flaoship Malvern.
s
ened and quivering all over while they were hand- pany.
have been taken in charge by a young lady. middle of the letter, when site burst into a mail was notup,
Maim* -binds to-day in the trout rank o*
"Forgive her ono female error.” says
On
alarmed.
it
afternoon,
Thursday
( a pis Fear River. Jam ary l-i. iso.").
ling Howard, but that he did not feel scared CutV Murphy, “ami it might fairly be said of hci
She's dried the mother’s merry laugh.
Such a beauty!
was remarked by several farmers near by, that
iti* —.
1 >t-wlor h«*r gigaiPie water
s
Mv Dear Sir—I received your kind letter of the tears, and wiped the children’s noses.
“Hear this Rosa,” site said, and she read “Uncle Ben" had not been seen for a few days; is a boy about feet inches in height, and is uot that she was adorned with every virtue,”
She’s
Hue her coik-y*, w u Railroads, ami
built. He has a thorough negro fa*e,
very
!7th inst., and thank you warmly for the eontidonr.o a divinity !
and on Friday there were some inquiries concern- with strongly
a few feathers from the letter:
Site
needs
a
only
low
forehead
and thick, bushy hair. truly modest plea, when it is considered that
very
i- o- lulmv i- sun* and certain.
Y.
you reposed ill my good) opinion that, this place on her shoulder blades to make a full
“Above all things, Dick, dear, don’t fail, ing his whereabouts. On Saturday, the neighbors, His answers to the numerous questions of’tIn* of- Fog was not more chaste, and certainly not
Hedged
could not he taken. To the Navy Department alone
somewhat alarmed, thought best to make
becoming
If I was not a married man, while in St. Louis, to see my best friend and a search (or him, and proceeded to bis house to see ficers displayed considerable cunning, and lie docs less mercenary, than Horace’s Barine, t"
is I lie country indebted for the capture of this rebel angel of her.
not appear to bo impressed with the
magnitude of whom, indeed she was likened in some point
TREATMENT jOF PASTURES,
i stronghold; for bad it not been for vour
I’d never leave her till I'd made Mrs. An- schoolmate, Belle Alden. I know you will if be bad returned there. The bouse was found
persover-j
the deed.
His story was carefully prepared, but
anee in keeping the fleet
the
cattle
were,
out
and
ed but very heartless verses by one of her
everyfall
in
love
the
locked,
with
besides
out
of
her.”
although
constant
Townsend
here, and’your
her, for,
being
J
gelica
not plausible enough, and the close questioning of
mm
an* too rough and rocky to admit of
.nil'
propositions made to the army, nothing would have
“That's a speech which 1 shall faithfully best girl in ibe world, she’s a beauty and an thing bore its usual aspect. At the south end of the officer soon broke it down, when tic* above many lovers. Sir Ilanbury Williams. “By
le.’iM j. i;i> 1 I--, -u h. >oiii other neatnioiit been done. As it
the house, beneath the underpinning, a milk pail
was, after the propssitious had !
she exclaimed, as she ran into the
\\Y -peak now more panieular- been
said the heiress, and father’s choice above all others, filled with milk was found,
:l,|
and beside it the old narrative, drawn out by piecemeal, was obtained. Jove,”
received, and Gen. Grant promised that troops j report to Mrs. Agnes Townsend,”
t'i :! Ml !>• !)1‘ ploughed if till* "WIH‘1' is
“I for his son’s wile. He used to talk it over at man’s cap. SiniuUaneousiy, one ol tint searching
should be sent, it was not done until Gen. Butler gentleman addressed as Marcy, rising.
green-room one night from the stage, when
!'
pasture is run out ami pool in consented to let the matter go on. and when lie shall
she had left the house cheering her exit as
go back and feast my eyes on this beau- home, and hope Belle would not marry be- party discovered apparent blood stains on the stone
j
h\
\-.ii,jm> resort to a change ot stock by
Sir Harry Wildair, “they are in such
MARK TWAIN S WONDERFUL WATCH.
hoped to reap some little credit for the explosion of; tiful Sister of Charity; and,” he added, tak- fore you came borne from Europe. She is steps of the front entrance on the west side of the
delight,
•<
m!i sjit*i j- for two or three years, but us
k n_
the powder boat. Now, the country gives Gen.
search was pursued, every minute
The
building.
I believe one-half of them fancy 1 am a
«‘i- aelim-l in that on account of
his travelling satchel and shawl from the full as anxious to know you. and wears your
a
;
,i11.i
f inalGrant the credit of inaugurating the expedition, ing
ot me premises ncing investigated.
portion
aii-i tin f inei- l trouble, it may be as well when, on both
in a locket father gave her
My beautiful new watch hail run eighteen man.” “Madam,” rejoined Quin, “the other
occasions, lie permitted it to go im-1 rack, “as we stop at the next station, which hair and mine
ly, a few blood stains were found on a new top
!
plough up.
(live her lots of love and beg of rail, at the entrance to n meadow southwest of the or nineteen months without losing or gaining half, then, has the best reason for knowing
In tiie tirst place, it had I is due in ten minutes, I may as well take my last year,
!M
it ha been wiselyandjlldiri- properly provided.
.1
the eontrarv.” But when Garrick first fell
into
neither head nor tail, so far as the armv was eon-1 traps through with me and join
you on the her to overlook your many imperfections, house, ami passing through rods the meadow, near and without breaking any part of its machinm
i
a-nally top-dressed, may be corned. In the second place
from the entrance,
I had come to believe it in- under her fascination, these frailties had not
he, (Grant) sent too; platform.”
or stopping.
for the sake of her old school-fellow, Jen- a stone wall, and about six
\v mm. but if it ha- been over eropery
lha:t
few men, when he ought to have calculated that the
hole, about six feet long and two failable in its
a freshly dug
dock exi lusively, as with
I inis
judgments about the time ot been developed. She was then in the bloom
saving, Ku'iumt aiarcy throw ins
rebels would have more strongly defended the1
inches deep, was found. L’rheccding about six rods
w
i generally in
found best to
•Then this gentleman is, ol course, Miss farther to the westward, a largo spot of dotted day, and to consider its constitution and its of her beauty—and how charming that was
works after seeing what a narrow escape they had. shawl over Ins shoulder, and sauntered leis‘-ev.-eM.
a:
I>ni suppose a farmer has dehut the most desperate fighting and a de- urely through the long train—rushing blind- Jenny’s brother,” said Rosa, “and what will blood, partially covered with fresh earth, was anatomy imperishable. Hut at last, one night, we can see from Hogarth's exquisite ]>oi
a- at! th«
l
who] tin best, it is a Nothing
in
termination to win on the part of the army gave us
and ou tlie other side of the wall a wood- 1 let it run clown.
1 grieved about it as it it trait in tho Marquis of Landsdowne’s collecas
ly and calmly to his fate. For, as he entered she say when she hears of your having met found,
'.-;n
to what crop he
ii'iportam*
the victory. The gallant band of sailors who fearsaw and an axe, both of which were covered with
were a recognized messenger and forerunner tion), which forms one of the chief attractions
the last ear but one he became a witness and in this romantic way ?”
mm:
1!
ii
may -tar! with the wi ll settled
went into the works amidst a -bower of canFrom here the search was an easy
blond.
dried
lessly
I a p«m»i* ]"»!'• v to exhaust 1)is land
Pi
of calamity. Hut by and by 1 cheered up, of the portrait exhibition now at South Kenan actor in a scene that influenced his whole
“I don’t intend to tell her of it till l go to one. The
nister and bullets, drew the enemy's attention
parties were on the scent, and a trail of
away
m.
too Mg under the plough, and by
New York this fall,” said Belle. “Perhaps blood leading over a stone wall into the west Held, set the watch by guess, and commanded my »mgt<>n—and though suitors ot wealth and
from the assault on the land side, and enabled the future life.
to
ii-e
in
town
grain
mm
-ceding
gra-s. All
and still over another wall, partially thrown down, boding? and superstitions to depart
The poor, grief-stricken (tcrman, ol whom her brother will call.”
Next rank surrounded her, genius and youth had
troops to obtain a secure footing. I don’t say this
perisaps Indian corn is as good to detract, from the
gallantry 'of the soldiers, for his companion. Doctor Townsend had spoken,
But ia this supposition Belle was wrong. into the woods a few feet distant, was only too ap- day I stepped into the chief jeweller’s to set probably more charms for her than gold and
m•
!
lop a- can be cultivated in .mail a »evt r did men
Following this trail into Hie woods about
light harder or more huudsoinelv with the dead infant in her arms, sat silently The month
i; 1
ule we -do not believe it profit- tli-iii
a
A
mi i- ti-iiAi.e ♦ 1»• ♦ .Inc
by the exact time, and the head of the estab- line living. Garrick was deeply smitten by
passed, and she saw no more of parent.
thirty feet, the searchers found that a damnable lishment took it out of
{.;• any kind extensively on a
t.
uitivaie g'.
the golden-headed Richard.
my hand and proceed- her. and he seems for a time to have though!
\'mv that the most important fort on the coast weeping over the little dead face.
The
dead
of
committed.
the
been
had
deed
body
ut :u the ea-e ref rred to it is desirear> darn,
the yellow oid man. with his head beat in, shot through tile ed to set it for me. Then in said :—“She is her worthy of an honorable love.
The three sturdy children, grouped in childIns been gained, as usual, you will hear but little of
And
she
separated
carefully
.me ero] *.- a means of reducing |
dtp. n
For one session he kept house together
w lmt the navy did, and lio doubt eltorts will lie
ish sorrow about their little dead brother, lock in the little keepsake from the dark tress arm. and with the right leg severed from his body, four minutes slow, and the regulator must be
i' >. eaii b
>d. Mi*'
turned to good account 1
a.;
there lay. A search for
made again to show tlmt the work was “not sub- was indeed a
m
-lalkm when well cured make
lint, stand- of Jenny's and put it back into its place al the thigh, and missing,
.b
up a little, and so, while 1 danced witii her and Maoklin, and they were visited
pushed
touching
spectacle.
then
in
the
course
of
as
limb
was
a
defensive
work."
the
made,
Indus,
missing
i"
.Manip' wei' with the tirst crop. If stantially Injured
him in anguish, and beseeehed him by bis friends, Johnson, and Dr. Hoadley
beside them, was the divinity of Doctor alone, while another locket held the bit of which
the'dirt in the intended grave was thrown around
'»HAN’T, WHO IS ALWAYS WILLING TO TAKK Til It ing
'P'.Miipl- i the second yea we would manTownsend’s admiration, and she who was Jenny’s. And, somehow. Belle looked very, over, and one of the victim’s shoos was there found. to let the watch alone, lie calmly and eruollv among the number. It was thought he would
w iucN anything is
and
DONE,
ritually
il\ I’M ..1 with grass among the j.’REDiT
ready to lay the blame of the failure on the navy, most certainly to “share the ends” of the un- very often at the wee golden curl, and slut The leg was finally discovered in the woods, par- did the shameful deed. My watch began to marry her ; but Peg’s aberrations—her “one
m
!■* ■>
!
mv- ot grain are all that it
wicui a failure takes place, I feel under no obligaIt gained faster day by day. Within female error’’—grew too serious. She was,
never did so lmt the rest of the handsome tially covered with leaves, a few teet south of the gain.
a
!!' my loiig.-i under the j
happy ltichard.
was
made around
for receiving and allowing a report to lie
tiie
week it sickened to a raging fever, and : in truth, an incurable coquette. It was the
She was a tall, slender girl of eighteen, head sprang up beside the lock; and she body. .V diligent search of the,again
manuring, it would draw tions from
bis headquarters that there were three
murderer, and the
the house for any traces
m
a* d n due.
I old story of Fesbia and Catullus. Garrick's
its quality for penna- | spread
tir
with magnificent eyes and hair. As he on- would sit and contemplate the picture her other shoo of the
old man was found where it hud its pulse went up to a hundred and lifty in
! days when the navy might have operated and did
heart was touched. Iters was not. It cost him
the
the
inher
At
the
of
two
tori'd
she
the
shade.
end
was
for
little
months
it
not.
Hr
her.
a small garden near the
had
knowin
as
much
ear,
about
it
lovely
been
as
lie
did
when
speaking,
thrown,
fancy
dreaming
evidently
wrought
|
: :i;j ip
w ii.'ri s at a time in this way. i
a
ip.
lie wrote to me. saving “the only wav in which the lace llushed, and the small,
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Again, j
all right, and then my timepiece per- Schmidt. “Yon I
-:i'ie
hut Cuff had been helping a man to do some butch- things
"•idling winter winds; be of easy permit to thank you for the confidence you have al- j nexf room,
pays you on my shtable
his
friend.
upon
in*;
travelling dress, a magnificent white satin
and it was expected that a microscopic ex- formed unexceptionably, save that now and
possi^s ample capacity for the I ways placed in me, and the opportunities you have
you say T get nine hundred dollar if it burin
cried he, “what upon earth I fell in rich folds about her, and upon her ering.
<>! -ic. j. ;•» ;..*
ol*
“Townsend,”
after
of
the
would
have
to
for
amination
he
then,
in
clothing
and
have
means
nearly down. So it was burnt, and
kept
it;
made,
working along quietly
given me for distinction, and assuring you that il i
I
you not give
■'
Strawing or littering has been my warmest wish to merit your approlia-1 do you suppose? I’ve got the wrong bag. lovely white throat lay the turquoise locket lint murder will our. and the boy, unable to with- eight hours, everything inside would let gi> me mine monish, You
dat was an
a
‘Oh,
stand the rigid examination of Terry and Dayton, all of a sudden and
say,
yard- ui winter
matter of prime iinpor- lion I remain
I've changed baggage with the Angel of that held Dick’s golden curl.
the
to
buzz
like
a bee. old frame
Upon
begin
1
‘' v‘11' ''I'
lJV
ish not worth anydings
made a clean breast, stating tlie author of
shtable;
*nqidled to stand or move
filially
and
Look
at
See
that
that
crowned
its
sincerely,
beautiful
head,
chesthands
would
Respectfully
and the
slipper.
by
Mercy.
bright
m wab-i or mud whenever out
straightway begin to 1 make you a brick shtable,’ and you no pay
the deed and implicating himself. The examinaof doors, the
Vour olid’t serv’t.
thimble. Contemplate that glove.”
nut hair, a coronal of pearls added to the tion
■1 lib. ral teeding and good
by the two officers was held in the Marshal’s spin round and round so fast that their indi- me my nine hundred dollar. Yen mine (row
management ill every
David I>. Torter.
;
(Signed)
the
satchel.
an
“It’s
evident
of
art icidur will hardl> preserve
her
you’ve got
lady's
image that, shrined office, last evening. Commencing with the stolen viduality was lost completely, and they sim- dies, den
grace and beauty
them in the To Hon. Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navv.
b*
you say tome, ‘Oh, she vash an
"iidition. Wii>*r»* sleep are kept
watch Terry and Dayton, step by step, despite
And what was there in yours?”
in Dick’s heart, was already an angel.
exclusively
ply seemed a delicate spider’s web over the old Dutch woman;
Washington, D. C.
■ii
ba
in our northern States, the Merino and
she not worth anydings;
■•Don’t bring up that droadlV. idea,” said
Belle did not look up, but she felt the evasion and lies, only too apparent,' unravelled the i'ace of the watch. She would reel oil' the
1 get you anew
M rino require about one pound
of tlie murder, until tlie hoy, hedged in with
wile!’ And so 1
per diem
English
and a hair brush, a pack of presence, as Richard Matey came up and story
Dick.
next
•_’!
hours
in
six
or
seven
minutes
“Cigars
and
r every thirty pounds of their own live
falsehoods on every side, in regard to the watch,
lose mine live thousand dollars. You not
Slmbael Dunton of Lincoln! ille Centre, arrested ; cards and a comb,
weight!
and
a
tooth
little
to
old
schoolwas
introduced
then
a
I
went
his
with
should
be
pocket-flask
and
whereabouts
with
a
fed as often as once a
tlie money
Jenny’s
on the morning of
stop
ulphur
hang.
heavy fool Schmidt again. I not understand dis
upon a complaint, charging him with opening a j
If I am mate. Then, as lie held out his hand, she Tuesday last, and seeing no refuge from confession, heart to one more watchmaker and looked on
week. Regularity in feeding is of the utmost im letter in the
post otllce in that village, in which he brush—everything disreputable.
insurance business.”
a plain, straightforward
All experienced flock masters concur in was an assistant, directed to John J. Mahoney,'
(old
of
the
deed.
I’m
a
lost
laid
man.”
and
her
imu lan* c.
that
in
raised her eyes,
story
while he took her to pieces. Then 1 preparbag,
tiny palm
judged by
His story is substantially as follows: He lias been
He* opinion that sheep feed wdth perfect
regularity Camden, was required to recognize in the sum ol I “And this 1 took for a clean shirt,” and iiis, and said:
ed
to cross-question him rigidly, for this
with
a hoy named John Tettis, about his
intimate
I
time and amount, will be better on rather in- ¥2000 for his
A careless Chicagoan lias lieen lined #lu for
appearance before the District Court I
a frilled and tinted sack, such!
“1 think wo had better rectify that mistake own age. and who lives near by, and tlie two
terior keep, than on the be-t without that regularity. of the United States, at Portland, on the first Tues- Dick held up
boys | tiling was getting serious. The 'watch had throwing his wife out of the window to the danger
j
Mr. Marry !”
-s ili> duty lbr more extensive night-dresses
ibout
that
cost
the
knew
Howard
had
S-jni)
and
I
a sum of money on
to
seemed
travelling-bags,
quite
1 Hath Tiun
have
originally,
day of December to answer further.
underneath.
nl
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improvement r , promises bv roloring
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in
w ill 1 i 11 1 b.
j luu :i formula for making \\intc\va*l!. wlir h w
on rough outside slu-ils and !ind it {;* d
i
U>y<\
v.-i ’i.
Slaek one quart of limo in an ordinary paiivt
add tii uit tlm*e pounds of v biting
(.previously broken up and mixed with wait n. and
six to eight ounces of glue dissolved in hot water,
j Another,
which is said by parties having considerj able
!
experience, to be muen better than tie- above,
making a covering as hard as enamel, and almost
equal to mint, is : Make the required quantity of
wash, and add to every pailful one pint of common
I $fdt. If you desire to make the abo\ e either yellow,
green, brown or dark red, stir snllieient chrome
; yellow, chrome green, or Spanish brown, b- make
your deisred shade: if dark blue or a beautiful sky
j w ould suit the taste better, color with a .>olution ol
"Oluhie Prussian blue for dark, and ultramarine
{bin- for sky, One ounce ot the powdered blue,
dissolved in one gallon of boiling water, make- a
vc’ v strong solution and an excellent hmndrv blue.
M
Ploughman.
to improve trf
tin- ban- buar»l>.

MARGUERITE.

Hu,. :g!i -dent wak-hes of
night.
From 11, wy eve lii! morning's liglr.
I -igh I'm her. the i'.ui. the bright,
Win WYi'r more will ;-’■ >, 1 mv sight—
Sweet Marguerite:
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passing

CONGRESS.
TnrissiuY, Dec. 8. Bills were introduced in
nate by Mr. Wilson, to prevent assessments
Hi
m money upon government employees for political
ml oilier purposes; by Mr. Pomeroy, amendatory
■I in- preemption laws, allowing joint entries upon
pa 'In- lands by conterminous proprietors; also a
-'.ni resolution proposing a constitutional amend- ]
in. ni
relating to female suffrage. The standing
unmittees were agreed on. being substantially the 1
-•iin.- as at tbe last session.
Mr. Hamlin at his own
request was relieved from service at this session.
A new ommlttee on the levees of the Mississippi,
,-ii-isting nl Messrs. Kellogg, Trumbull, Selnirz,
The
N'cncer and Bayard was also appointed.
I! "iise resinned the consideration of the bill to re\i-e and consolidate tbe postal laws, the pending
-lion being on an amendment offered by Mr.
...
Farnsworth, of Illinois, abolishing the franking
i\ if ge. Mr. Farnsworth advocated and explaiu1 the amendment. He said that the stamps for
s( nators and members would not
go into their pos-e-sion but would remain in custody of tbe Secrerv
of the Senate and Clerk of the House. He
lhoiight it would be useless to enact a simple abolinm of Hie privilege,for the Senate would not agree
i.i it.
Mr. Farnsworth's amendment was itself
intended and then killed; after which Mr. Hill, of
Ni w .lersev, moved to strike out all the section of
the bill relating to the franking privilege, being
'liti\ aient to its abolition. Agreed to, 07 to 79.
M. --rs. Hale and Lynch voting for the motion, and
Messrs. Blaine. Peters and Morrill not voting. The
I ithofMr. Kidgeway, late member from Virginia,
u
announced and remarks eulogistic of his cliarThe House then adjourned till
r were made.
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national debt

was
being wiped out. And lo !
stopped in the full tide of financial
rejoicing by the declaration that without the
aid of poor, weak, impoverished San Domingo, it is extremely doubtful whether the
debt can be paid at all! Verily, our Presidential weather-cock docs indulge in strange

we are

antics.
The most
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ments.

this

singular argument in favor of
is that it will “make slavery inin Cuba and Porto Rico at once,

measure

supportable
and ultimately

so

in Brazil.”

When it is

re-

membered how pertinaciously the Presidential policy has turned the cold shoulder to the
Cuban revolutionists, on the ground of tender
regard for the rights of Spain, this cool pro-

position

to set up an abolition

underground
railroad at her doors, avowedly to force the
abandonment of slavery, has a queer aspect.
The patriots of Cuba proclaimed emancipa-

tion, with their lives in their hands, but their

09*3. R. N iles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St., boldness met with no sympathy from PresiBoston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this dent Grant, who now
proposes to transfer
paper.
09~T. C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an author- this government into a gigantic nigger stealized agent of this paper.
Its operations are to extend as
49-Geo, P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New Y ork, ing machine.
Monday.
receive adverlisements for this paper, at the lowest
Fmpay, Deo. 0. The Senate adopted a resolu- will
rates. Their orders will always receive promt atten- far as Brazil, a government that has already
"ii ordering the Judiciary committee to inquire
tion.
taken the preliminary steps toward complete
iin.i tin- point in dispute between tbe government
09-Ho race Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston,is
ml Ihc railroads which have received its bonds re- an authorized Agent for the Journal.
emancipation. The Emperor has freed the
.'ive to the payment of interest. Tbe Committee
slaves owned by the government, and his
n Indian Affairs reported favorably on the bill auSubscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
ll.-'i-izing the election of a delegate to Congress from
is to free the whole gradually. The
policy
Indian territory. The House was not in session. the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used. For iustance, 15 May 08,
official paper recently set forth that before
Mi in i'ay, Dee. 12th. Mr. Schurz introduced a means that
the subscription i3 paid to that date. When
Million in the Senate favoring the removal of all a new payment is made, the date will be
immediately 1900 slavery would have ceased to exist, by
deal disabilities and various other propositions changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
a declaration that all children shall be born
«
re introduced and laid over or referred.
In the with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
House Mr. Butler introduced a bill to repeal the to forward the sums due.
free, and all slaves be free in thirty years.
nure of office act which was passed under the
j 09-In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to This will be a
good deal sooner than Presi*i***vious question, 137 to 20. Mr. Banks offered a ! which the paper is sent..#9
elution for a commission to inquire into the exdent Grant will be likely to accomplish it, by
-dicney of annexing San Domingo on which he
GEN. GRANT AND SAN DOMINGO.
meddling with that which is none of his busi..
the previous question, saving its reference
-ul'i be the same as its defeat but the House reness.
It
lie
will
remembered
that
at
Congress,
-ue.l to order the previous queston, 07 to 82, and
There is a pervading belief among well inli-rred the resolution. Mr. Logan's bill toabolish its late session,
notwithstanding the most
ie
offices of Admiral and Vice Admiral in the
formed persons that this San Domingo busisolicitations
of
the
declinPresident,
navy, the former at once and the latter whenever urgent
ness conceals a big job, out of which Presivacancy should occur, was passed by a two- ed to act favorably upon his wishes that
hirds vote without a division. Mr. Kelley's resodential favorites are to make large amounts
itiiin that the true principle of revenue reform provision might be made for attaching this
of money, if it succeeds. It is already as-hits tu the early abolition of tbe revenue system, island to the United States.
It was said that
,nd all tbe machinery, except what was necessary
serted that the paper currency of San Dohis
was
and
:
the collection of taxes on whiskey, malt liquors
excellency
greatly disappointed
which is almost valueless, has been
a; ! tnbai- -o was adopted, 104 to 5.
mortified at the failure of this his
scheme. mingo,

pet

THE

EUROPEAN WAR.

b’MMiN, Dee. 7. A correspondent writes of the
iit battles before Paris, fn which the Saxons
I uved desperate valor, that not much have the
sons gaiued.
The Wurtemburgers hold one end
: the * hampatgny, but Brie stands
empty and desist.
There were Saxons, that is all. Thenumber
dead 1 cannot aseerlain, but the German woitnd1 w ere over 1000.
The French, if they lost fewer killed and woundt. lost loon prisoners. Had it been possible for
.'axons to hold Brie the French advance would
•'lave been
impossible. Its flanking tire would
'•
prohibited their breasting the slope towards
\ illiers.
The French had a mitrailleuse some« here on the
plain. At any rate the day’s work
» as a final failure of the French
hopes. The German line stood everywhere unbroken.
Paris was
!i
more free than before.
I i'vixin. 7. The town is full of rumors purporttig that Paris will capitulate on the 10th inst., connutor- are known to have prepared immense
untities of provisions to lie dispatched to Paris,
and special contracts have been made for railway
■

1

n

an-portation.

A despatch from King William to
Bi'uux, 7.
ecu Augusta confirms the report that 10,000
.-oners, 77 cannon, and 4 gunboats were captured Orleans.
He adds: Von Tienstien has ear!
1 * ■ idy .luvry and Prims by storm and Manteuffupieil Ilouven. after victorious encounters.
1 i.irdeii now holds the eitv.
Eighty heavy guns
"en tound in intrenehmenfs.
The Grand Duke ot
M
-lutes
that
the
loss
of Mecklenburg
klenburg
Hoops iu battles from the 2d to the 4th ofDeeeinwere 0200—2000 killed, and 1400 prisoners.
Is nixin, Dec. S. Many Englishmen are urrivIn : from Havre. They report that the Geroatt- are marching on that
city and were hourly
'if 'ted to invest it.
II a vit::; I)ee. i. The Prussians are advancing
" the
eitv. The French gave them battle a few
di-tant. The losses were about equal.
■'don, Dee. '. The Prussians have exacted
.00,000 fnme- as an indemnity in llergundy for
x pulsions of Germans.
1'aitMST.uir. Dee. 7. I.uuis has sent the followdi-patrh from Orleans to-day to the Grand
Duke in thi- ity: "We march onward for Tours
i-lav.’’
The French military officers
Bi:i(ux, Dee.
■v |.ri-oners of war iu
Germany protest against
restoration of the Bouapartes.’
V iussaii.i.ks, Dec. 7.
The Germans are vigor-|> mirsning tin French army of the Loire,
la i\i" »f, Dee.
The Times says there has been
•i
military movement of importance since SaturThe army of the Loire, although announced
again moving towards Paris, suffered immensely
trio ms. Entire regiments were mowed down,
i lie weather is bitter cold in the Northern Deal tnimt and the ground covered with snow.
Thru non- lad- have been ordered to Havre to
i-t in the defence of the city.
Britt.ix Dee. 10, [Special to the Evening Telc•i.un.! Most ot tin influential citizens of Berlin
preparing an address to King William, urging
inline,fiat.' bombardment of Paris, and thus
'em any further unnecessary waste of human

'!

■

FROM CANADA.

Toronto, Dee. 10.

The following special
the -eat of Government appears in the
I Icgraph tliis morning:
In view of the
c '-atcncd
adoption by President Grant of
!• itli-r's non-intereommercial
policy towards
<
maria, including the withdrawing of the
ndiiig system, it is interesting to know the
innense accommodation which Canada has
>rded the United States by permitting to
it c mntry the free use of the Welland Call
In the year ending June 30, 1890, 2884
Vmcrican steam and sailing vessels, with a
•image of 705,712 tons, passed through the
mal The withdrawal of the bonding privilr
would, it is currently believed, necesu ily entail a like withdrawal of the use of
Welland canal to American vessels, which
1
mrsc would
affect most disastrously
•
m
ag.'. Cleveland, Oswego and Ogdcnsinrg.
M 'NTrim., Dee. In.
At a meeting of the
ral Corn Association it was determined
petition the Dominion Parliament to repeal
duties on flour and grain. Many of the
;
ling merchants were present. Ryan, M.
1* for Montreal, presided.
In his speech he
aid the millers of Upper Canada were oblig•11 to import grain from Chicago and Milwutikie, to keep their mills going, on which
hoy paid high duties. It was also stated
•hat the imports of llour from the United
state- were more than double this
year; 350,*•' barrels
against 149,000 last year. It was
-olved. That the delegates from this as.ition to the
meeting of the Dominion
board of Trade to be held in Ottawa, Jan.
-th. he instructed to propose a resolution
n tho repeal ot duties on flour and
grain.
in

THE ALABAMA CLAIMS.

London, Dee. 8.
I'he Times of to-day has a
striking and
mediatory editorial on the Alabama claims.
It ask- no indemnity for the insults heaped
n
England in consequence of the depredaitis of the Alabama, and craves a settlelm-nt ot the claims not merely because they
ire just, but for the purpose of
inaugurates an era of better feeling and closer unity
■ tween the
United States and Great Britain.
The Morning Post to-day sees no hope of
"•tier relations with the United States, as the
-t Americans avoid or are driven from
poi d ical life, while men like General Butler
wield political influence, and ostentatious
■
Hirtesy is shown to nations supposed to be

iitifriendly
Si

to

England.

Resort. We learn that it
spacious and elegant
lintel on the Fort Point property lately purha-ed by Capt. Sanford and Hugh Ross,
Esq., of this city. About 10 acres of land and
the wharf are comprised in the purchase,
Mi

i-

\v

mmer

proposed

to erect a

and extensive improvements were oommenc• d the
past season, which will bo carried on
-till tarthcr in the spring. Subscription hooks
have liven opened, and our citizens have already Liken over ji 10,000 slock in the hotel,
which will probably be completed early next
a-i<n, in time to receive the “sttmmer|lrav
el.” [Bangor Wlii<r.

PRESIDENTIAL AND

CONGRESSIONAL

WISDOM.

At

It does not appear, however, that any like brought up largely by those in the ring, with of this kind would be
palliative only, and
the expectation that its redemption will be
be accepted as affording
feelings were engendered because of the
might
temporary
for. Also that certain snug real esfailure to ratify the plan for the acquisition provided
relief, while Congress was being educated or
tate speculations and shrewd swindles are
of St. Thomas, after the consent of Denmark
to measures that would make
in the programme, originated and promoted persuaded up
hail been obtained, and the people had voted
the revival a permanent one.
to transfer themselves, under an implied by reciprocal sooty patriotism at San DominMr. Cox, of New York, introduces a measgo and Washington.
pledge of annexation.
ure which in its effect would be destructive
Mr. Sumner, who, as chairman of the
The President, in his late message, again
of the remnant of American ship
building.
brings the subject to the attention of Con- Committee on Foreign Relations, takes a He proposes a bill entitled one “to enable
in
interest
this
and
kindred
deep
matters,
gross ami me people, as iouows—
United States citizens to register foreign
During the last session of Congress a treaty for opposes the whole scheme. He introduced built vessels.” Wo have not seen the details
the annexation of the republic ot San Domingo to an order
calling for all the documents bear- of this bill, but we can
the United States failed to receive the requisite
imagine none under
two-thirds vote of the Senate. I was thoroughly ing upon the case, and proposes to turn the
that title which would not operate as an enconvinced, then, that the best interests of this coun- whole business inside out. An attempt was
tire repeal of the restriction in the
try. commercially and materially, demanded its
navigation
ratification. Time has only continued me in this made in the Senatorial caucus to reconstruct
laws by which foreigners are forbidden to
vie-.v. 1 now firmly believe that the moment it is' the committee on
leavRelations,
by
Foreign
known that the UnitedStates have entirely abandonengage in coastwise and inland navigation.
ed the project of accepting as a part of it’s territory ing oft Senator Patterson and substituting
mo devices by which tne real
the island of San Domingo, a free port will be Conklin of New
ownership of
York, a special friend of the
negotiated for by European powers.
a vessel may be concealed under an
apparent
In the Bay of Santana a large commercial city President, and thus reconstructing the comone, are so numerous and secure, that no
will spring up, to which we will be tributary, with- mittee so
as to override the chairman.
This
out receiving corresponding benefits.
The governprecautions can prevent foreign capital from
ment of San Domingo has voluntarily sought this plan was upset, however, and the committee
in and snatching the profits. The
annexation. It is a weak power, numbering probabremains as before, decidedly opposed to the stealing
ly less than 120,000 souls, and yet possessing one of
California trade, the navigation of the lakes
the richest localities under the sun. and capable of Presidential scheme.
We shall not he surand rivers, and of the Atlantic coast, would
supporting a population of 10,000,OflO of people in
if San Domingo creates much more
luxury. The people of San Domingo are not capa- prised
be shared, if not monopolized, by vessels
ble of maintaining themselves in their present con- excitement at Washington this winter than
built and still owned abroad. The coasting
dition, and must look lor outside support. They the last.
yearn for the protection of our fleet, institutions
trade of Maine would all be done by the
and law, our progress and civilization. Shall we
Mr. Simpson of the Belfast Journal is satisfied if cheap vessel of the Provinces, built of free
refuse them? The acquisition of San Domingo is
desirable, because of its geographical position. It his party succeed no matter how, and wishes us
materials, while ours are loaded with the excommands the entrance of the G'arribeau Sea and
the Isthmus, and the transit of commerce. It possesses the richest soil, the best and most
capacious
harbor, the most salubrious climate, and the most
valuable products of the purest mines and soil, of
any of the West India Islands. Its possession by
us will, in a few years, build up a coastwise commerce of immense magnitude, which will
go far
toward restoring to us those articles which we consume greatly and do not produce, thus increasing
our exports and imports.
In case ot a foreign war
it will give us command of all the islands, and thus
an
from
prevent
enemy
gaining himself a rendezvous on our coast.
At present our coast trade between the States bordering on the Gulf of Mexico
is by the Bahamas and the Antilles. Twice we
must, as it were, pass through foreign countries to
get by sea from Georgia to the west coast of Florida. San Domingo, with a stable government under which her immense resources can be developed, will give remunerative wages to ten thousand
laborers not now upon the island. This labor will
take advantage of every available means of transportation to abandon the adjacent islands and seek
the blessings of freedom and its consequences,
each inhabitant receiving the reward of his own
labor. Porto ltico and Cuba will have abolished
slavery as a measure of self-preservation to retain
their laborers. San Domingo would then become
a larger consumer of the products of northern
farms and manufacturers. The cheap rate at which
her citizens can be furnished with food, tools and
machinery will make it necessary that the eontigous islands have the same
advantages in order to
compete in the production of sugar, coffee, tobacco,
tropical fruits, etc. This will open to us a wider
market for our products. The production of our
own supply of these articles will cut oil more than
one hundred millions of our annual imports, besides largely increasing our exports. With such a
picture, it is easy to see how our large debt abroad
is ultimately to i>e cxunguisneu.
with a balance
of trade against us, including the interest of bonds
held by foreigners, and money shipments to our
citizens traveling in foreign lands, equal to the entire yield of precious metals in this country, it is
not so easy to see how this result is to be otherwise

accomplished.

The acquisition of San Domingo is an adherence
to the Monroe doctrine; it is a measure of national
protection: it is asserting our just claim and controlling influence over the great commercial traffic
soon to flow from west to east by the
way of
the Isthmus of Darien. It is to build up our
our merchant and marine
it
is
to
furnish
interests;
new markets for the products of our farms,
shops
and manufactories. It is to make slavery (insupportable in Cuba, and I’orto Itico at once,’and ultimately so in Brazil, It is to settle the unhappy
condition of Cuba, and end an exterminating conflict. It is to provide honest means of
paying our
honest debts without overtaxing the people. It is
to furnish our citizens with the necessaries
of,every
day life at cheaper rates than ever before, anil it is,
in tine, a rapid; stride toward that greatness which
the intelligence and enterprise of the citizens of the
United States entitle this country to assume among
nations.
In view of the importance of this question, I
earnestly urge upon Congress early aetiou, expressive of its views as to the best means of acquiring
San Domingo. My suggestion is that by a
joint
resolution of the two houses of Congress the Executive lie authorized to appoint a commission to
negotiate a treaty with the authorities of Sail Domingo for the acquisition of that island; that an appropriation he made to defray the expenses of such
commission, and the question then lie determined
by the action of the two houses ol Congress upon
a resolution of annexation, as in the case of the acquisition of Texas. So convinced am I of all the
advantages to flow from the acquisition of San
Domingo, and of the great disadvantages, I might
almost say calamities, from the non-acquisition,
that I believe the subject has only to be
investigated
to be approved.

Of themselves, the
arguments for the annexation of San Domingo arc
exceedingly
weak. It has a population of half civilized

negroes, who
civil

are

than

more

likely

to create a

be of any advantage.
“They yearn,” says the message, “for the
protection of our free institution and laws,
our progress and civilization.”
Then let the
war

to

tell him

better way of Democratic success than
among Republicans. Well,
wo can do it first rate.
Let them get a clean democratic majority, as we in this County do a clean
republican majority, year after year, and not depend upon an uncertain plurality, which by dissension for a time in the republican ranks, might
incidentally give the democrats a member of Congress. [Machias Republican.
to

a

through dissatisfaction

The closing sentence above is fearfully
and wonderfully made, and raises a query
touching the rhetorical model which our co-

actions of

heavy duties and taxes. And
only make dear the materials, but
increase the very important item of labor. The

these not

ship carpenter who is taxed heavily
consumes

with

devour second intentions ?”
The only meaning appar-

ent is that the “we” of the

Republican

claim

all he

whose supplies arc untaxed. It is
with chains, and bidding him
with one unbound.
one

loading
race

on

cannot labor for the same wages

a man

In this

multiplicity

temporary follows. Tin; Western debating
club conundrum, “Does a chimera, revolv- expedients,
is doomed,

ing in a vacuum,
is nothing to it.

we

of

theories, devices and

fear tin:

ship building interest
some unhoped for mani-

Unless
festation of wisdom is made apparent very
soon, the American mercantile marine, oticc
the pride and boast of the country, with all

get “a clean republican majority, year its
glorious traditions, will pass away.
after year.” If this be so, the children are

to

good deal unlike the sire. When tho
publican will explain its explanation,
will consider the subject.
a

THE

RADICAL

PARTY
DEMORALIZED. THE MOMENTARY! INSANITY OF MURDERERS.
tiiuo siuec the formation ot the Radthe
ical party, says the Bridgeport Farmer, has
Ilallowell
Ilosvvell,
murderer, a report
It is difficult to predict at this time what
it been so thoroughly disorganized as now. of whose trial wo published last week, was
action will be taken by Congress to encourIts cohesiveness is gone. On all sides wc found guilty of manslaughter, and was senage American shipbuilding, or whether any
hear complaints loud and deep against its tenced to nine years in the State Prison. It
action at all will be taken. The President
and particularly against (ion. Grant. is a matter of congratulation to the citizens
has, in a vague and general way, alluded to loaders,
The administration now represents but a of this State that the miserable subterfuges
the subject in his message, but without proof the organization which placed it in by whicli murderers in other States have been
posing any remedy for the depression in the wing
and a small wing at that. Influential shielded from punishment have found no
business—apparently more because of a no- power,
in
all sections of the country that have favor with court or jury in Maine. The farce
papers
tion that some mention of the matter would
heretofore
been among the ablest support- of a Macfarland trial, in which a red handed
be expected, than because lie had anything
ers of the President,
to recommend.
support and defend him and cowardly assassin is excused by an infamous verdict, cannot be repeated within the
no longer, but on the
contrary, can hardly
Already several schemes have been brought
borders of this State. Maine lias received
find
to
their
language
strong enough
forward in Congress, ostensibly for the enexpress
of the course which for some unac- credit Tor having convicted and imprisoned
couragement of American shipping. Senator disgust
that slipped through the hands of
Wilson, of Massachusetts, submits a plan countable reason he has seen fit, as the chief burglars
and it will add to our credit
of
elsewhere,
a nation of
justice
millions
of
magistrate
which he designates as one
forty
We desire that our read- with all right thinking men that the absurd
To secure eligibility to American ships for foreign people, to pursue.
trade, and to encourage shipbuilding in the United ers should know something of the demoral- and dangerous theory of ‘•momentary inStates. It provides for the appointment by the
is refused consideration in our courts.
Secretary of the Treasury of a commission to es- ization which prevails in flic Radical organi- sanity
tablish a standard for rating ships and allowing the zation. and for that
In this connection we cannot help combefore them
purpose
lay
managing owner of everv American built ship desiring to employ his vessel in foreign trade to have the following extracts, taken, every one of mending tiie just and able charge of Judge
it rated. When such vessel shall have delivered them, from influential Radical
Walton, whose calm aud matured judgement
journals :
her cargo of dutiable goods in any port of the
saw through the
United States the owner of such goods is to be enI From the Missouri Democrat,!
fallacy in which the counsel
titled to a drawback of-per cent on the amount
for
the
prisoner
sought to entangle the jury,
The President lies delivered himself over, a comof duties. The bill also allows to owners of shipto the most unscrupulous men in and bewilder them into a verdict in favor of
yards a drawback equal to the amount of duties on plete captive,
At their dictation he abandoned pledges,
materials used in the manufacture of machinery Congress.
The Judge said—
and professions, dismisses his most trustv and their client.
designed solely for perfecting and cheapening ship honorable
“The expert testimony upon tlie point of
to control State elecadvisers,
attempts
construction.
insanity,
tions, and makes war upon the earliest and ablest has all I leer, withheld. In mv judgment it was an
This is but little more than a meaningless Republicans for adhering to tiie very policy which act of judgment so to do; for of all kinds of evihe pledged himself to support, rf he fancies that dence, what is called expert testimony, is, in
my
muddle, and reminds one of Hogarth’s pic- all desire
for reform can lie overpowered liv liis judgment, the most unreliable. And especially is
in
which
ho
this true of the testimony of ordinary physicians
ture,
represents a crack-brained single name, lie is very much mistaken.
upon the subject of insanity.
Any man of good
[From the Chicago Tribune.j
surgeon operating with a complicated malodgment is as well qualified" to determine whether
It
shows
us
a
President who virtually acknowl- a person charged with a crime, is oris not crimchine in so simple a matter as setting a man’s
edges himself to lie in the hands of the worst and inally responsible, as a physician, who lias not
leg. Why the government should under- most unscrupulous men in tiie Republican party, made
mental diseases a special study.
take to rate ships at all, and why rated ships and who readily sacrifices a faithful friend and an
besides, tlie insanity of the medical profession
able minister rather than make an issue with them. is not the same in all cases as the
insanity or die
should authorize the owners of their cargoes General Grant is all the more inexcusable in tins
legal profession. The medical profession have in
matter because of the great flourish with which, on their vocabulary several
to drawbacks on imports, is what most
of
species
insanity, which
peo- his accession to the Presidency, lie announced his are so like
depravity that there are no reliable tests
ple will fail to see. We tear that the Massa- thorough independence of politicians, and his de- by which the one can be distinguished from the
chusetts Senator has got the traditions of the termination to keep entirely aloof from them in his other. They have homicidal mania, used to screen
administration of the government. .Johnson’s folly murderers—kelptomania, used to screen
pilferers
cobbler’s bench mingled with his bill.
made tiie 4th of March, 1SG9, a welcome day to tiie such as have an uncontrolable
impulse to approMr. Lynch, of this State, who battled man- American people. Grant’s blundering imbecility, priate to themselves the property of others.
if persisted in much longer, will convert the 4th of
It was said by an eminent Knglish Judge that
fully at the late session for a remission of the March, 1873, into a lit occasion for national thanks- when these irresistible impulses are pleaded a- a
defence for crime, the answer ought to lie that the
duties on shipbuilding materials, has intro- giving.
law contains an impulse equally irresistible to pun[From the Chicago Post.]
duced a bill to the same effect. A measure
ish them.
MARITIME

Re:new

we

Notice

of

an

railroads.’

intention to

apply

to

the

Legislature for the charter of a railroad from
The letter of Admiral Porter to Secretary
Bangor to the line of the Belfast and MooseWelles, written during the war, which some head Lake
Road, near Brooks, will be found
one copied from the files of the
department in another column. It is numerously signed
and sent to the World, creates great amuseby our wealthiest and most influential citizens,
ment.
It is a trenchant and scathing record
and is the result of a new spirit that has been
of some of the President’s characteristics,
recently infused into our people.
although written before he became President.
A glance at the map will show the advanBut nobody expected the abject letter to
tageous situation which Belfast holds for the
Grant which the publication has drawn out
construction of the line asked for. At the
from Porter.
The Admiral is a talented
head of a bay which affords open navigation
commander, a man of resources and the most the
year round to a distance of nearly fifty
undoubted bravery.
But he wrote to the
miles from the ocean toward the heart of the
President a most humiliating letter of apoloState, what better location for a city to inBetter a thousand
gy and explanation.
vite to itself the products of all the region
times have braved the Presidential displeasabove which seek shipment?
Our advanure and let the matter
pass in silence. Even
tages in that respect need no argument to be
the New York Tribune says—“A schoolboy
made apparent. The region to the north and
could not have been driven into such cringeast of us is being traversed by railroads,
ing remorse by the brandishing of birch. built or contemplated, all of which point toThe letter is insufferable, and its details inwards Bangor. For nearly half the year
tolerable.”
Bangor is a sealed port. The accumulated
cannot remain there—it must seek an
freight
Wc learn from the Herald that an informal
outlet. Belfast is the nearest and only availmeeting of the friends of the Penobscot Bay able winter
shipping port for Bangor.
and River Railroad was held at Camden last
miles of railroad, over an easy route,
Twenty
week, at which an encouraging view of the
at a cost of $200,000, will connect us with
enterprise was taken. It was announced
and seeuro this business. It is beBangor,
that meetings will shortly be held in Lincolnlieved that the amount of freight and travel
ville, Searsport, Prospect and Frankfort, and
over such a road would surprise the public
the question of subscribing presented to the
as much as have the same results on the
citizens. The annual meeting of the stockEuropean and North American road. And it
holders of the road will be held in Belfast on
is also believed that the means to build it can
Monday, Jan. 2, 1871.
be had. Our capitalists and business men
are ready to subscribe liberally, as is shown
the
Smith,
buoyant and confident radical
the signatures to the petition. If it is
who imagined himself eloctcd Governor of by
to put out a hundred thousand
necessary
Alabama, and proposed to contest tho case
dollars more, to increase the value of tin; road
with the Democratic incumbent, has changed
now on our hands, our people are
his mind. He thinks ho won’t do it, after all. we have
to do it.
ready
He has gracefully retired and left Governor
This enterprise, together with the extenLindsay in undisputed possession. Good
sion of our present road across the Maine
bye, Smith.
Central, towards Skowhegan, where we have
Belfast in a
The Boston
election took
on already a charter, will place

The President has made a mistake—a mistake
that is painful and mortifying. He lias been surrounded, jostled deceived, cajoled, bullied, and at
last made a prey of by the swarm of political hummers who live and thrive by a division of the spoils.
Misled by these knavish partisans, he has been induced to countermand the orders of Secretary Cox
for the purification of the Interior Department, to
overrule and defeat his efforts for tiie inauguration
of the much-needed civil service reform in Washington, and finally drive him into premature retire-

but of all modern inventions, that which is best
calculated to shelter ail classes of criminals, is the
mania transitoria, or, as it is commonly called, instantaneous insanity.
It requires lio previous
preparation. A man can arm himself, seek his enemy. level his loaded pistol at him, and at the moment of pulling the trigger he seized with a sudden
fit of insanity, become for a moment utterly irresponsible for Ills act, anil during that moment of
insanity shoot his enemy through tlie heart, and
become instantly sane again. If called on to anment.
swer as a criminal, lie pleads his
insanity, and if
[From the Cleveland Herald.]
they attempt to put him into tlie insane asylum, lie
Gloss it as dispatches may, explain it to the ex- tells you that this insanity, like the measles and
tent of the ingenuity of Washington correspond- small pox, never attacks a man hut once, and there
ents, tiie people believe that tiie resignation of Sec- will be no danger of his killing another man in such
retary Cox is due to bis firm endeavor to reform a state of unconsciousness. ITe thus escapes both
tlie penitentiary and tlie insane asylum. It was
the civil service.
upon this ground that tlie prisoner was acquitted in
[From tiie Cincinnati Times.]
one of the eases that has been read to vou.
It is
We notice that tiie partisan Republican press
known as tlie Coie-Hlscock case. Tlie jury came
seem disposed to find encouragement in the result
into court, and tlie foreman stated they found the
Tuesday—probably because it is no worse than it prisoner to have been sane at tlie moment before
is. They had better tell the whole truth and look
and tlie moment after tlie killing; but they were in
out for the ‘‘new departure” that is essential to
lonbt as to his sanity on the instant of the homicide.
success in 1872.
l'he Judge charged the jury that ttiev must give
tlie prisoner the benefit of the donlit ami they thereWherever the administration has attempted to in- upon acquitted him.
terfere in the elections, Its candidates have been
[Tlie Judge here referred to several other eases
beaten; and it is believed that General Woodford where the same defence had been set up and then
would have done better had he not been so con- proceeded :J
0£fi» no Ul lUSilllU) IU liJIloiLllllH*
spicuously supported from Washington.
a valid excuse for crime would paralyze the arm of
Wc might furnish several columns of such Justice. The law against crime
would still exist,
hut
would be no persons against whom it
extracts; but it is unnecessary. Any one, couldthere
lie enforced. Under such a state of things
who knows anything at all about politics and those now known as criminals would be regarded
the condition of political parties, knows that as lunatics. The distinction between insanity and
crime would be obliterated, for between 'those
the disorganizing influences which have been species of insanity and crime there are no reliable
for sometime at work in the ranks of our op- tests.
Kvery man is presumed to lie sane, and to posponents, have finally resulted in a seism sess a sufficient degree of reason to be responsible
for liis acts, unless the contrary is proved; ami to
which threatens the destruction of that corrupt
establish a defence on the ground of insanity, tin1
and wicked band of conspirators. To show the burden is on the defendant, to prove by a preponof evidence, that at the time of committing
scoundrelism practiced by Republican lead- derancelie
was laboring under such a defect of rea- *
the act
ers, as well as to give our readers another, son from disease of tlie mind, as not to know the
nature and quality of the act he was doing: or, if
lesson in Radical sincerity, we repro tluee the ho did know
it, that he did not know he was doing
following circular, which was exlensivcly wrong Partial insanity, if not. to the extent hem
indicated, will not excuse a criminal act. To hold
circulatcil in Virginia, during the recent otherwise would
paralyze the arm of justice, and
society of that protection which it is Hie obcampaign in tha. State, and especially in the tleprive
of all criminal law to secure.
district where the colored man Norton was a ject
If the courts should adopt these various shades of
of the medical profession, which I have
for
insanity
candidate
Congress:
described to you, and should hold that a man could
brood over a suspected injury, and then avenge it,
IIkapqiiaktkus National Ex. >
Unpi ni.iCAN Co.mmiitki:. \
or could be seized at the very moment of the act of
violence with insanity, and accomplish the very
To Chairman Executive Committee of Virginia:
which a sane imm in a lit of passion would
Fearful times ice upon us. Another negro in the purpose
seek to
ami yet he excused; if, I say.
Senate of the United States, and the whole North is we hold accomplish,
that that is insanity, then in the name of
lost to the Republican party. We implore you by
common sense, l ask you, what is crime?
llow
all the hopes of the future riot to nominate a negro ■ ■an
you distinguish such cases from criminal acts?
tor Congress; should you he overruled by them and
Ordinarily this is the very evidence introduced
one of their color nominated, then lie must lie deto show a motive that the deby the
feated, for we had butter lose the whole State of fendant: government,
and
imagined lie had received an
Virginia than the whole North. Let us save tins that lie lmd brooded over it, until maliceinjury,
hail taken
election this kill at the North at all cost, and by the
root in his heart, and then determined to take ventime the Presidential election takes place in 'T’i. we
on the object of his hatred; so if that is to
will have as a party, thrown into the Southern geance
lie evidence of insanity, and to excuse the act, then
States, seven hundred thousand German families, I again ask
you, what in the name of common
and from two hundred thousand to one million
sense is to be the evidence of crime? and can you
coolies; then we will lie fully able to take care of
the one from the other?
tlie rebel whites of the South. The negroes can distinguish
The law does not take notice of such insanitv.
then lie gotten ri J of by being sent to Africa, or, at
It must lie such insanity as I have described to you.
all events, we, as Republicans, will have no further
There must he a disease of the mind, a defect of
use for them.
reason resulting from a diseased mind, so that the
IIunuy A. Wilson, President.
[Signed]
person does not know the nature and quality of his
J. 11. Platt, secretary.
act, or if he does, does not know it is wrong.
Partial insanity, passion, resentment, auger, are
What a commentary is this on the sincerity
not insanity within the meaning of tin law.
It
of the Radicals ! And yet it was undoubtedmay lie the insanity of the medical profession, but
is
to
throw
it
not
the
lor
them
the
of
the
such
as
insanity
law,
insanity
ly necessary
negro
will excuse men for their criminal acts. It is the
overboard, to succeed. The latter is no help province of the law to teach and compel men to reWhenever the battle has strain their passions."
to them anywhere.
»

been

fought

with the negro issue

If

(illOil

distinctly

declares in the bitterness of its
recent defeat, “The negro has proved to be

Maryland,

an

element of weakness

everywhere,

and of

nowhere.”

The declaration is true;
strength
but what shall be said of a party, that, pro-

fessing love

(ill

mini.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

made, they have been defeated. The Baltimore American, the leading Radical organ
in

Correspondence of the Journal.
Fair in Aid of

New England

Children's Hcspital--A

Women's and
Pleasant Reporter.

place

was hanged.and other similar artief
attracted much attention, and commanded
largo portion of the receipt'. The hew if
beautiful and richly dressed ladies who aete !

of the Belfast Journal accounts for the
unusually large liimilierof marriages that arc occurring just now, that the parties dread the cold of the
coming winter. He says the arrangement is hotter
than a stove or ail extra pair of blankets, and he
ought to know. [Me. Democrat.
How should he know? He is probably posted in
regard to the stove and blankets, but how about
the other? [Saco Independent.

Simpson

lias

Boston

another Sun

It

is

-pf

a

v

breezy little sheet, only four da;, s old, md
yet gives promise of being very |>reeoeiou
even in its youth.
What it will be when it
gets older it
as

well

but its

is hard to say, as
new-papei

as men

infancy

sometimes change with age
is very enjoyable, to-ay tin-

least.

Doubtless the best paid newspaper cum-pondetit in New England is Thotn-is M.iguir,-

Esq., of the New- Fork Herald,
iarly known as Tom, and is one

lie is fumil
of tin- jullie-1

best hearted, and most mammiii,.dating' f,• I
lows that ever sat at a
reporter’s table
Everybody knows him, or wants to, ev.-rv
body likes him, and everybody is willing i->
do him favors. \\ritH keen powers of obsei
vat ion, and the
ot

ph-asanle-f possible muniu-i
lie picks up mueli info

asking questions,

mation that others miss. His duties call him
here, there, and everywhere in the New

England States and Canadas. II, doe.- all
the murders, robberies, executions and ottn-i
exciting incidents that happen in this extended region, though lie i- most at home and

happiest in the
is always kind

Women's
to the

invention-.

II.

lady reporters,

and

isn’tPa hit jealous of them, lie is in Boston
a large
portion of the time, and is always to
lie seen where
is U m-

anything important

His services arc estimated
by the
Herald to lie worth nearly -S'I bin) a wo,
which isn't a had salary to take
lb:i:,ui

piring.

GENERALITIES.
Footing with a bear wastin' primary esiu-e of a
Detroit man’s retirement from Ini-in,an,I Unsettling of his estate.
The Maine Central has named two of it-

non

,-n

ginestiov. Coburn and (iov. Morrill.
A newspaper artiele lias been
going tin- romidof the press headed “Where is yniir !>nv at
night
A brilliant urchin suggests tin- propriety ,,l anoll
artiele, inquiring, "Where Is the old mail al niglii
Mr.
fever.

Drisko,

ol tin* Mai-hias Fnion, i-

ill ,,f

v,-i-v

The rogues in Lewiston are eou-tanl in attend
prayer meetings ln-1,1 in a bio. I, in t|l:,i ,.lt,
t hey go. however, to Steal ..it-.

ance at

A female clairvoyant pliy-h-ian -m-d f.,r
$120 in Portland, and got a v, r.li. l ,,t

!,,ii

..

in Huston a poor mail who. t<—, than on ve
ago, had only one suit of -lollies, w.-ut nil,, i,,,
newspaper business, and lias eight suit-.
.,-n
n
them for libel.
-■

A. L. Simpson, Fsq.,
Itangor, has been el*- te l
member of tlie Hoard ,,f Agrieiiltniv fm- l'enoi,-.

county.
Tile

radical papers of the Stale liar, rai-e,| tinwhether Cnv. 1',-rhaiu will
hoard at a hotel in Augii-ta, and are still -training
their intellects over il.

important uuestion

V

Washington

"the oldest young

letter -peaks of I ng, ne II,
in or out of ',mgre-s.'

,-

man

fheltelfast .1 mrnal e,lit--r lias got tn el -t tin
that disturb his peaceful-lumber- with a iii-l
[Lewiston Journal.
oil, that's tile local, who i- a Noting uiati w
nerves.
iThe sltimlters of tin- editor
against all caterwauling-.

A Sail Francisco letter

itary opening

in

suvs:

the Slat-' of

another el.-rk. b „>kk
rated doctor, miir-ag -to.-I,

j

"There is not
dilore. ..
,-t

for

,,,,,,

,i.,i,

.,,

j

..

j, ,i;

i

■

venturer."

William ti. Kingslmry lias }„-, ,, sentene, d to
years in’Stale prison for lairning Hn- ne
In South < liina in October. |st;:i. 11,,
his ease having been overruled bv the full ..
and a new trial refused.

There is talk of uniting l>,,

,-r

[Portland

p,

....

Adv.
It is to lie done at tit,- -nine time that 1*.,prl
and Hath are authorized to min.

t

u,

Tile Si. John Telegraph s ir- that tile
Innnn-t
I lump, belonging to Mr. A a liui-kirnii
t:,
seized for infraction ,,t tin- lislterv lie,, was t-, be
declared eondemued by tile I ,ntrl of \ i
\ lin ;
t,v. on tin- "d of 1 t.-i-emlier, uni,--, tin-owm-i ,.i
"show cause" to pre\ent.
The Maine Farmer has put on
new dies-, w ith
noticeable improvement-, and min,-, an
“bright Shining as tin -tin
many

A young mail in York emnm. r,- -ntlv
,| .t!
his hay and stock and soun- laud to,
mail he possessed in tin- world, went down
P. 1.1
for a glorious drunk, fell among tin- : tint -!,
and in one week s,|uandered every ,-ent ,»i it
lie eiiterprii.' of the I.cwistou Journal cv han .1
the field ol local events in that,Vi. inilv. m l ipecially enterprising in '.lie line of personal in:

Imps• The following front ils fiti'iiiis. Ins iy,m
of fun in it—
A young geulleman in Aulnirn. while qiiictlv a
tending to his Imsincss in a small collage iiiii,,rear of a Mock, was siiddcnlv dunned
1.v h.
.i
taring mid tumbling of the building. lie ithei I
as
himseit
I
quickly as possible, md as lie cmci
was greeted with the merry glances of the feminines,
who from neighboring windows had oIkci-v. I I.
diseomtiture.
Sonicbo.lv liad tni.lciaonc
in
building and had hot secuV. .1 il.
A western judge has lined ilic jun and d,
cd them, for playing ••seven up." in ti„ urn
while trying to agree on a venli. ;

frosty

aud agricultural l nirnuls

season.

Wiap

voiu

n o
..

are

.,

,n

bits

u

1

in i, dli

,-u d.dn
dospeh II. Kivm h, who has
a Ian
business at trunk stealing on tin Icistor, m l M ,M.
railroad, has been arrested.

The medical fraternity of Klgin, Illinois, n
new
appearatiec »|
species of parasite, which has rcccnth cm i..
>
tlieir notice fur Hip first time. .Mis.
\v 1 mu
was the tirst victim, who died alt,a cycrii. iatin
agonies. A post mortem examination showed Inn
tlesli tilled with minute insects,
other person,
have been attacked.

greatly perplexed by the

To the widow of < 'undue•lor < an for I. kill. I n.
tlieir road, the Kennebec and I’m Hand IJailroa.l I,
voted f in tier month, so Ion" as s||, remain
widow.

and children of New England, who are in
1 losfoi.1 is calmly painting carriages at the stab
care and medical treatment which
Prison. If anybody gets under Mrs. ii.g i„.,i q
at
home.
For
receive
cannot
eight won’t be him, for the next nine years.
they
years this Hospital has been quietly working
An acre of land has been sold in the citv I I
its way, until its usefulness has become so don for f::,(iOO.OlHI. and nearly » \ a \ portion .i |i
Is said to lie increasing in \ alii,- euii >. ,i
wide spread and so generally felt as to re- city land
want ot

quire larger and more commodious buildings.
Well, gentlemen, speaking from what To raise
money to supply this want was the
small knowledge wo have been able to glean,
object of the Fair, which closes to-night. It
we should say that there is no general rule
has been under the management of such genwhich will apply to your individual cases. tlemen as lion. Alex,
(Jen. Charles (1.
ltice,

Before

Another newspaper ha ; struggled into ex
istcnce, and the records bear witness tho

The

forthe negro, deliberately throws has been the Fair in Aid of New
England
him overboard to insure party success, and Women’s and Children’s
Hospital. Hortieven advocates the sending of him back to cultural
Hall, so well knowi. in connection,
Africa, simply because they have no further with previous fairs, has been the favored
Out upon such a party ! Its
use tor him?
spot. And into its bright, spacious rooms,
very existence is a stench in the nostrils of an eager throng has passed, from the early
honest men.
hours ot Monday last up to the present time
of writing. The Hospital in question is loThere’s a lot of impudent knights of the
cated in this city, at the junction of Warrenquill that delight in poking their fun at the ton and Pleasant streets, and is, as its name
placid and peaceful editor of this unoffend- indicates, an institution designed especially
ing sheet. Here, now, are a couple ot speci- for the accommodation of the sick women
mens—

|

as saleswomen formed a vorv
pleasing featu
of the Fair, and doubtless added
many
dollar to the charitable fund, beautv lia
such an inllueneo over pocket-books.

sporting
Boston, Doc. 10, 1870.
C.i-,timely iiints to the owners
the
danger and the cruelty ,.i using iron
The chief attraction of the week in Boston,
.

deciding, we should want to know Loring and Col. Russell; and such ladies as
Wm. Gaston, Democrat, was splendid position for business.
Monday.
something of the nature of your “arrange- Mrs. C. T. Tilton, Mrs. Hooper and Mrs.
ments.” A man may take to bed with him
President send them a copy of the constitu- elected Mayor, the same ticket carrying a
Peabody. With such a galaxy of noted
A book kept by a counterfeit money swind- one of Greenland’s icy mountains, or Vesution, and of the statutes. In them is the majority of both branches of the city governphilanthropists to forward its interests, it
seed of all that we have realized. If they ment. No party issue, however, was made, ler arrested in New York showed that he had vius in a state of eruption, and experience could hardly fail of success, and the returns,
his dupes in about much inconvenience in either ease. Try your it is
are fit to have such
said, have been highly satisfactory. The
blessings, they can rea- the election turning upon the points of a received $30,000 from
lize them unaided. AVe can no more confer more economical administration of the city forty days. The fool crop is very abundant thermometers, gentlemen, and send us the lower hall was devoted to refreshment tables
free institutions on them, than a learned man affairs, and the reduced taxation. Mr. Gas- this year.
record, with one stamp enclosed.
exclusively, with the exception of one evencan acquire knowledge for the benefit of an ton was supported by several of the most ining when Mr. Ilall gave a stcrcopticon exhinong the freight over the Belfast ,fc M. II. It.
fluential republican papers, and was elected
They have neck-tie sociables in Montana.
In the upper
ignorant and shiftless one.
It., were two car loads of jumper knees from New- Every lady, upon entering the door, is re- bition of his “Arctic Views.”
The country will read with wonder the by a large majority.
sweet
port. [Androscoggin Herald.
Gilmore’s
Band
discoursed
where
hall,
quired to give the doorkeeper an envelope
We think they were juniper. The knees
declaration that the only way to pay the nacontaining a neck-tie made of the same ma- music each evening, were the various articles
tional debt is by the profits to follow the anA writer in the Portland Argus comes to that jump grow abundantly in this locality, terial as the dress she wears that evening; for sale. These were very prettily and tasteconceivable shape, and trimmed as she
nexation of San Domingo.
Only a little the rescue of captains and mates against tiie and some of them jump pretty lively.
arranged on a series of long tables,
choscaj Every gentleman pays fifteen cents fully
the
annual
was
year ago
message
jubilant sweeping charges of abuse to sailors, and
at the door and receives a check for a neck- and consisted of all kinds of fancy articles,
A correspondent, temporarily sojourning at
with the declaration that the national debt says that sailors abuse the oflicers quite as
tie and afterwards the neck-ties, are distribu- worsted work, embroideries, silks, shawls,
could be paid in ten years, without increas- much as the reverse is the case. In which Rockland, savs the mud there is something fearful. ted to check-holders.
After receiving his chromos,
drawings, photographs, ferns, RowThe street crossings which are not dangerous aro new article of
dress, each gentleman com- ers and
A Chamber
ing the burden of taxation. The great argu- ho is about right we think. Between sea- marked
curiosities.
Japanese
was
one
a
boat
by sign hoards, and
day mences a search for the lady who made it,
ment of the President’s supporters in the
and
land
commanders
often
sharks,
of
Horrors
lawyers
drawn through the streets, with flags displayed, a and after finding her shows his gratitude
containing pistols, knives, warelections has been the rapidity with which the fare hard.
boy in flic stern steering with a paddle.
by treating her to oysters, cake, peaches, etc. clubs, a piece of the rope with which Mrs.
city

Surratt

no

In Portsmouth, a girl got up in her sleep
where she stuck in tin-

jumped into the dock,
until pulled out.

m

l

urn

I

Michael t’avamuigh, of Mason village, had
.,■■■
trouble with his dog while Ininting in the woods .i,
Sunday, and raising the Initt of his gun to |,.
him, it was discharged into liis bowel'. from II
effects of which he died in a few miniii.
Mr. O. 1C. Grant, of liriinswick, da d ~ii.ld, ■ i!v
Monday, Irom the effects of ehlorolorm, w In. I; |ril|
been administered, preparatory
an operati. n.
The telegraph operator at l’ekin. III., ac idmlaliv

shot and dangerously wounded himself, lie w
liiukiilg a lire and the poker ae. identallv s|ru< k
revolver in his poekel, causing a preuiutui > ,|

charge.

NT" Si i:\miio vi CYiniii. u Itumeom
I'd
hot. Must ,V Gould have nearly eimipleled a now
pile wharf, 200 feet long and T> w ide, with two.
angles 100 feet each, with a drop thirty feet long bn
the accommodation of steamboats. The other
portion will lie used for tlieir ice business, [I'aiiid.ii

Herald.

A neat bit of murder was that done up by a
as related on the out-

negro hoy in Massachusetts,
side of this paper.

A witty Frenchman says:
In America they
have invented two hundred religions and only one

gravy.”
Nilssou, the songstress, had a table al a recent
ive
fair in New York, and a gentleman
loo fm ,
flower 'lie wore in her hair.

II-T1—T—■

-1-I IT

V.n 1 g!it. widow of the late Capt. Peter
:
W ild (boro on the bill, aged
years
>b
was a woman of the old stock, re-

V

Wed-nesday.

b (lib. strength, and a constitution
11 the good old age of
only four
century. In early life she was a

>r

•-

Short Cake. Which is (he brightest day of the
week? Sun-dav. What day should people marry?

family of Gen. Knov,
l

and moon were both visible
.This slippery going makes
sun

i\
remember that about two
A -I an anecdote of her lifting
la from a carl and carrying it down
’mg eh dleiige-t to the teat by the

"

m

1

girl»

case

raised now-a-days.

not

arc

Saturday morning

a man walk like a
of the colic,.Xo boat last Saturday.Twice
two are lour.Belfast sardines arc in the market
—we smelt them.Query last Friday: Shall I go

ll:'

1

Fri-day.

erty?

Thomns-

at

day

is fish day?

Is there any difference between Freedom and LibThere are.
About fifteen miles
The
winter doora are put upon the Post Office.The

i.
“f

--:•••

What

wheels or runners?.If the fire Thursday
had been an hour earlier we would have

on

morning

wht s i. ,-ates taught Alcibados deHe I votiotis of every Christian:
H i
■li »1 i■* Supremo God to give
t if him. 1 bough be should not
-Willi..i 1 from him whatever would
lab i; -Iron Id be so foolish as to pray

told our readers about it last week.No lecture
this week.When is iron like ice?
When it
(s)melting.Any one not understanding our
jokes, can have them explained by addressing us.

■

>

enclosing

green stamp.Will the clerk of the
weather please send us one of his revised almanacs
so that we can understand about this spell.The

brook. Conn., lives on a farm
nought or sold, it haying came down
in
-t o -, who obtained it from the
s.i;,

:

w

is

o.i

..on

Belfast Excelsior Minstrels will soon give a con*
cert.Persons sending us present- by express on
whole blocks of real estate,
Christmas andXew Year.wifi please pay all charges.
i
not own a moment of
Winter Boat to Portland. It will be seen
iu-i week, that our account by the advertisement that the steamer City of

...voa

'll

..:

-!

m

Richmond will be put upon the route between
Portland and Maehias, touching at Rockland, BelThe Richmond i- a line boat,
oit a! the :;• ;m»val of the steam fast. Custinc, Ac.
'l
t
ha-held a publit meet- strong, swill and safe. Tier cabins and rooms arc
heated by steam, making them comfortable in the
el re<oUed a!tout it.
coldest weather. Capt. Dennison lias won an ena
'1
,i.! iniH u- that he dosed up hi.4 po-!
viable reputation as a popular and skillful commarket, yesterday. During
pm ha-e 1 ami lorw aided to Bos- mander, and he will make the experiment a sucondensed from the very
ni tv!»*it in the Kennebec Journal,
tut!

a

w

in

i'a-

lew dav* he leaves for
market. LBangor Whig.

:ii*t
i

the

if any one can.
This arrangement will be of advantage to the
railroad, just about to open from this city. The

and his connection
to capture Mr.
Hi* limoud. ami that he
no
one when he heard

travel from the eastward to the northern portion of
the state and the Kennebec valley is considerable
during the winter, especially to Augusta. By taking the Richmond to Belfast, and the cars on Tues-

n

•n-pi:
;
:

a

I

plan

inpted to throw
f e mingdale, iiy

■

a

‘i

piece of iron

a

!
i' ! that
entitle i to a

e

*t

tie

m

note ot

our

friend D. M. II.

by.

»

:

l

f.»i

bandanna, had a lively
a disagreeable bull, in
Just
a- he was opening
da>
tb> animal fixed a horn in the
and -lung him into the
ti-.u-.-rwhi ii hr 'ini- lly allowed hirnill*

w

ii -»f
N.

the

a r.

i

wav

of

.1

.i

-i
.ii'

a|>!U***-l.

I*

>d have commeneeddigging
that the pinite Kidd is suppos-oinewhcre.
<

1

••

imile and

tunnel
half irom tin shore,

avating

Old

i

a

a

un-

i.‘Jng pure, unadulterated
i.tsiiii: water.
urmi! >avn I btvid Sinclair while
: !i*pt'»r, fell from the railroad

i-

Vi
1

her down trip.

MilN. Saturday evening. Al> !
was not found till Satur-

:..

dtruoon.
of t'-a and silks,
'iv -termer from

have arrivto San
by rail uero-s tin* continent
t
i;
•tkolumu to San Francisco,
I.* v t*» New \ ork, making tliirtvtie w')• i|< voysige.

Japan

I

a couple of cars goes up every morning
and provisions from this city. The rain
of Tuesday cleared the track of snow, which had
obstructed the work, and it will proceed faster for

with

new

u. who had figured in an abduc-nths ago ha- been sent to Bhielc-ix
month- imprisonment for
U v >. II. IIolT, a IJmvcr.salist
ml!
.1- re, Illinois, on Saturday was
making an indecent exposure ofhis
ii*
waiting room at the depot.
<

a

n

on

'I'lie work of narrowing the gauge of the railroad
commenced on Saturday last, under direction of
Mr. Pitman, of Bangor, lie began at the junction
with the Maine Central, at Burnham, and had com-

Orrington | gine

vdatid. the
trial

I

<

tn-mied to bv and
:

]

iianit

i-

il

.raL

the line of the road and the Maine Cen-

on

Fails merchants recently
mid sell kerosene oil tie* pleted about one half the road up to Wednesday
; no had stood tor some da vs at 30
night. If the weather i- favorable it is hoped that
it. tun thoi traders wanted to try
the work will be so far completed that the trains
u
they comm.meed to bid under ; will Do
put on by Monday or Tuesday of next week.
tie •> ran the article as low as ten
tin. men ami boy- were seen hast- The workmen are accompanied by a construction
re to g.-t their caus tilled.
train from the Central road, that moves down as
Whig 1* arns that the Supreme fast as the track is narrowed. A broad guage en'1

a

towns

railroad train

a

k

1 r:«

day morning, travellers can make the journey
easily and comfortably. The Richmond will doubtless bring considerable freight from Portland for

m \v

in'

,i

c-

on

locomotive ‘‘Francis
ic Knox \ Lincoln liailroad,
to-day on tie terry boat
Tins is the tirst locomotive
K mi ‘It.
below Augusta.

I

tl«

Mai viand

y.

«

Wit-

Ii.

k

iu

i.

cess

with
men

the remainder of (lie time, if there is no more
snow.
The men complain that the spikes draw
very hard, which is surprising, considering the had
quality of the sleepers, as alleged by our Central
fr lends.
a

and the brilliant feat was about to he lost
the audience, when in its midst a volunteer was
seen to he rising.
Aud he continued to rise until
the six feet in height und herculean form of .1. 31c-

sponded,
to

('all'roy, the veteran railroad track layer, towered
up.

With

an

from the wizard that lie

assurance

forward aud shouldn't he hurt, James
mounted the stage, and received in his broad palm
a couple of pennies to hold for the‘“presto change."
By the help of the lad, the feat became a success.

might come

A novel runaway happened in
Square, on Saturday. A man was

ing upon

a

low-hung cart

a

new

Custom House

engaged i n load
gaudily paint-

aud

ed pung, when the thills thereof came down upon
the hacks of his timorous steers, and started them
oil'on a I ran tic race down the street, presently the
thills fell to the ground, caught an obstruction, and
in an instant the cart was hoisted up into the shape
of a gigantic letter A, choking the steers into

Another team that from sympathy
bushel- of patatoes submission.
n
the present fail. The started off, was stopped without damn ge, and quiet
•it'. m*l the total sum paid reigned again.
We learn from 3Ir. .1. II. (jiiimhy, Treasurer of

in

■

Bangor Whig called at the
ix tmn
week for seventeen

.<•

i

■

!

o

.'in_

i

:

And he still lives.

day.

.i

\i.g.i-ta

*

ti-mnet
it in

New

of the
ii* :

1

n

the

County
o t j.

and

City.

l< of game 11.at is in our

and may therefore be eonA
d interest to our readers.
w alien about tiie clam if one
it
write; in fact that is a

*i.i:

to

a

i.,

w

ting any subject. For the
■'c-idc inland ,.n*t ire not iuti--i »r oi •*flats" and
4*porgv
J? a ioi* «- a f**\v remarks.
-i lene t: tb
Wat -v. on the sea boat
fe*i .t liberty to say how he

\

.'|\\<

w.-i

never

V

Iv

■'

v

mg

v«*r

h*uii;d

4

have

no

ijuite

sure

heard of

death; but

ige.w.-iiav eaten
I

just

credit of the

depositors $s,l23 interest,

some

it

on

that

being
they grow

one

that must have

2, 2. 1, .5,
The total amount of le-

an increase of $100,000
the past year. There are 1330 deposit hooks.
This looks as though somobodv was putting by a
dollar for a rainy day.

are

during

the subject,
think,
justice
slight encouragement.
Accident.
Wednesday forenoon ns Lot 3f.
Barstow was shingling on the roof of Geo. Wells
barn, lie slipped and slid from the ridgepole to the
eaves,falling about 20 feet and striking on his head.
could do better

to

we

with

He was able to get up and walk home, only complaining of being a little sore and stiff. Had the
ground been frozen the fall must have killed him.
Mr. Saxe being unable to reach our city in season to deliver his poem as announced, the managers have substituted Gen. J. A. Hall, who will
lecture on the Battle of Gettysburg, in which he
The General has given great satisfaction wherever he has appeared as a lecturer. The

participated.

of the most

,s

Uev. Ur. Palfrey lias notihcd his parishioners of
hi- vvithilrawal from tile pulpit of the Unitarian
church consequent upon ill health. He will con-

tinue to preach until April, if his health permits,
it Mike
I’liey are very seeluded;
"Pis i l>r. Palfrey has been pastor of the church for
tie b> go away from home.
! twenty-three years.
itiywliere without hiteliing. If I
The Belfast Stage U ompany, as soon as the ears
a picture ol a elam we should pre-

■

la- looks fuller In the face that I commence to run. will put on a daily stage between
b oa d mi l honest ami do all their this city and Sandy Point. Stockton, leaving after
;i nigh the bank.
the arrival of the evening train, and returning in
li lie' I is the potato is, with a hoe, season for the morning train to Burnhnm.
■■..
they can't be excelled in
The lecture by Judge Williamson, on the oc< aiii■ u for the table—First.
i
sion of the centennial anniversary of the settlement
; gd. remove their outside wrap,i
ol Belfast, will lm delivered at Ilayford Hall, on
t. tie m tin vet use a razor though);
the evening of Dee. 21st. Ollier exorcises will ho
a
head lust above the shoulder blade;
of which due notice will he given.
w.

a-

an

hi

cook

i-iv to

mi,

without .soap) aud you
When a clam is undres-

water

.hi"* a piece of ehamoisc leather, and
rep-nd that they prefer the leather to
in artieli of field, but we lean toward

i-

i'lm

the

in

,,

i

it,

had,

the gutter on the eaves of
I). Fatince & Co.’s store, weakened by age and accumulated ice, fell to the sidewalk, carrying a porOn

Tuesday morning,

tion o< the brick coping.
was beneath at ttin time.

/"rile work of narrowing

Fortunately
the

no

thirty platform

one

ears

to the railroad company will lie commencenough for several people, and belonging
ed at once. Mr. Abbot, of the Belfast Foundry
It.
'.serving this rule you will always
lias gone to procure some machinery neecessary for
i.ie llie right quantity. There is just
are

ms

o'.

;. n.

■■!
no

am

i,

v

necessary for a meal denumber of eaters.
A large

.mount

mi as

anybody.
compare.! to

there is in

more to

be

leii-tliirtv bond is to a counthan
Tne iorincr eats like a bass wood
g .. I for small children toeut their
-■

the purpose.

The steamer Alliance will lie oil' the route for
three or four weeks, soon, to receive a new boiler.
The steamer Katahdin. on her passage to Boston.
Monday night, put into Portland to avoid the storm.

hunting the lam always go at low
The North Waldo Agricultural Society met at
The fact that they
,n*t buy any
,ii
Unity, Nov. 2<>th, and organized by the choice of a
The Unity Farmer’s Club is
iteii at full tide gave rise to the adage, full list of officers.
This is all
« ehini at high water.”
in good running order, with about, forty members.

li
...

..

aunut

,

the elam.

ltockland was excited, one day last week, by a
queer customer, confined in the report that Litchfield had escaped from the jail in
ii y for debt, undertook to make a digthis city, and a hasty telegram of inquiry was sent
opi ning a- his counsel Mr. A., a well here.
.r of the bar.
The swearing of the
The danger of allowing boys to play with matches
V .. <0
such an appalling nature, that the
was recently shown in Bristol, where Mr. Lane’s
..up. 11. .1 to deny him the benefit of
was set on tire by a little boy. Timely assist!'i-'.:iih ‘•There is one thing uljout it” barn
I.
the building.
ance and hard work saved
d’s i.iniill.
prisoner, solemnly jiointiug
Boston on Wednesday
left
Katahdin
steamer
The
ird,—"there's a court above where justice will
return on Thursday
”
“Well,” said Squire A., as lie at live o’clock P. M., and will
t hh to me
in the week.
two
trips
making
to
afternoon,
raiment
I up his
depart, "you’ll have to
there
-..►.I deal straight*’!' there tban you have
Owing to the audience at hand being slight,
at the Hall.
to i.c believed !”
With which
V ..... t
no sleight of hand performance
a

a

was

,n

the assembled wisdom

departed.

mail service to this city on the ears
\ p.-ruion
It is cxpcetcd that it will
a- gmje In Washington.
be put upon
imm. li.. at once, and an agent
tor

the train.
i

ishi.lav

-.

Monday evening.
Waldo Avenue, owned by Elijah
A house
Shuman, was burned with its contents on Thursday morning last. Insured.
on

Tuesday Mrs. II. N. Lancaster gathered a boof
flowers from her garden. Pretty well for
quet
1 >eeember.
On

(.'..sis .iealeis are getting readv for the

tie \

MAKE GLAD THE

tALSO SOME OF THE BIG ONES.)

Now with his black beard glistening in the
Under the icy arches of the uorth,
And o’er the still graves of seasons past,
Blusters OLD SANTA forth:
And makes right straight for Washburn's
And his proclamation issues.

Hooks,

(

IF YOU HAVE THE DYSPEPSIA, Headache,
Piles, Oppression after
Eating. Sour Rising, or any Indigestion or BillionsThe N. Y. Times has the following inter- ness, il you do not thank iis after using Dr. Harrison's Peristaltic Lozenges, we will forfeit the price
esting details connected with the arrest in of
the box. Also warranted to cure every kind of
that city on Thursday evening of a wealthy Piles. For sale at No. t, Tremont Temple, Boston
E. A. Harrison’s & (Jo., Proprietors, and by
person named Win. Rrookway, charged with [by
all Druggists. Mailed lor GO cents.
2inolG
COUNTERFEIT

TREASURY

BONDS.

Dizziness, Costiveness,

assisted in

j

According to the statement of Federal officials the accused commenced his operations
in company with several counterfeiters six or
seven years ago, or at the time that the National Government first printed bonds of the
seven-thirty issue. It is said that ho labored
for years, with the assistance of his associates, for the purpose of engraving a plate from
which to print heads in exact imitation of
those issued at Washington. The bona tide
bonds were executed in such a manner that
it was deemed utterly impossible for any one
to counterfeit them so as to evade detection.
The utmost nicety was displayed by the Government engravers in making the various
parts of the plate from which the genuine
bonds were printed, and scientific means
A system
were utilized to make it perfect.
of photography was used for flic purpose of
drawing some of the lines on the tare of the
bonds. These lines were so faint that they
were not perceptible except with the aid of a
uespiie an me oosracies
Brockway, as alleged, undertook to imitate
them, and succeeded so far that, after years
of patient toil, he was enabled to gain a large
fortune by dealing in the counterfeit bonds.
It is said that the accused, who is an expert
engraver, prepared the vignette for the fraudulent plate, and that one Ulrich, a very
skilful German, now serving a long term of
imprisonment at the State Prison in Missouri,
executed the other portions of the plate. The
engraving was done in this city, and the
ringleaders of the plot were aided by a select
corps of assistants, sworn to secrecy. Charles Adams, who is now confined in jail in
Maine on a charge of burglary, was one of
the counterfeiters, and was the man who
placed the bonds in public circulation. It
was through him that the daring conspirators were betrayed, his expose being made
after a very large amount of the bonds had
been purchased by bankers and others in igAbout $28,norance of their true character.
000 in good money were expended at the
Sub-Treasury in this city in redeeming the
bad bonds, which were mostly sold by wellknown brokers, including the firms of Jay
Cooke & Co. and Vermilyc & Co. The latter,
it is proper to mention, were not aware that
they were counterfeits at the time, nor were
they discovered to be bad by the Government
ollieials until after they had reached Washington. Even after they had been detected,
it was found impossible to trace them to any
particular scource, and the investigation was
finally abandoned.
Subsequently Charles Adams fell into the
clutches of Chief Wood, the head of the secret service force at that time, and it was
through the latter that the conspiracy was revealed to the Government. By means of the
custom known as “pumping” among detectives, ho gained a slight clew as to the origin
of the counterfeit [seven-thirty bonds, which
he followed up by seizing Brockway, whom
he found sojourning at the St. James Hotel
in fashionabls style. He removed Brockway
to Taylor’s Hotel at Jersey City, and in a
into possession of
very short time ho came
information in regard to the troublesome
plate. Brockway agreed to deliver up the
plate at the house of ex-Judge Stuart, who
acted as his counsel. Chief Wood visited
the house of the latter gentleman, and, sure
enough, he found the plate, together with a
counterfeit' dye of the red seal| which apthe genuine bonds. It
pears on the face of
that the plate and the dye were
magnifying glass,

transpired

of Europe,
this rare exception
being sent to them in exchange
for their medicines, which have long been tlie staple remedies of South Africa. [Boston Journal.
1 liter! L
consumed in tlie

crop
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Meal,
Bye Meal,
Rye,
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AC i I y

EGGS—There is a limited demand lor fYcfh lots at
37a38c per doz; Western Eggs soil at 32a34c and limed
at 30a32c.

|

CYRUS PATTERSON
Belfast, Dec. 14,-1870.

BEANS—Wc quote choice Western hand-picked pea
$2 50a2 62 per bus; Eastern do at $2 76; choice
mediums $2 12a2 15; common pea $2 25;
common mediums $i 76; marrow beans at $2 t o
per bush
POULTRY—We quote choice Turkeys ana Chickens
tit 25c; fair to good do 22c; common do at 18; mixed lots
ot fowls and chickens liia20c; Geese 12al8c; Ducks isa2 >
beans at

per lb.
HA Y—There

is no change to note in the market, and
Wo quote prime Eastare well sustained.
and Northern hay at $27a20 per ton ; common do— ;
inferior do $l'Ja20, Straw sells ut $27 per ton.

quotations
ern

married?
in Bueksport, Dec. 0th. by Rev. C. Stone, Mr. William
H. Graut of Stockton and Mrs. Mary J. Page of Prospect.
In Searsmont, Dec. 11,
by Hiram Wing Esq., Edwin
E. Hall of Searsmont to Miss Lizzie S. Rack 1 ill'of BosUev.J. Harris,
byboth
of

Enoch Staples
Stockton.

DIED.
..

( Obituary notices, beyonil the date, name and age,must
be paid /or. J
in this city, Deo. 5th, of Consumption, Arphaxad .Jr.,
son of Capt. Arphaxad and Harriet L. Coombs, aged 10
years.
So Jet it be, for ne’er on earth.
Should man, his home prepare,
The spirits foci its heavenly birth,
care.

Even when young worth and genius die
Let no vain tears be shed,
But bring bright wreaths of victory
And crown the early dead.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OB' MKLI A8T.

ARRIVED.

12.

Sch Robert Byron, Clark, Baltimore.
Schs Almanza, Grose, Boston; Eclipse, Robbins, Frankfort.
Schs AtalanU, Pierce, New York; Jack
Downing, Patterson, Rockland.
SAILED.

Dec. 10.
12.

Sch Isis, Bullock, Boston.
Byron, Clark, Frankfort;

Schs Robert
manza, Grose,

Winterport.

2w24

A1

tf.O

undersigned will ask of the next

The
charter
Legislature,
from the
favorable

than the celebrated

a
to build a branch Railroad
most
point on the Belfast ‘x Moosehead Lake Railroad (at or near Wt bb’s Lodge iu Brooks,
by the most direct and feasible route to the city M Bangor.
Jas. P. White.
David Fieri e.
N. I'. Houston.
Asa Fauna e
Wm. <;. Marshall.
u. H. Johnson.
I
R. Palmer.
Augustus Perry.
Wm. O. Poor.
Daniel Fai nue.
Daniel Haradkn.
Wm. II. Bukrill.
Wm. li. Conner.
Hiram K. Pkirue.
amt 127 others.
3w 211

m<:ayi:ic hoiiaii*.

I

II if skill's

Salve

Magic
CPU

1.

.s

Monday Eve.,
Gen. J.

a'

TETTER! TETTER!! TETTER!!!

OF

‘■r'T-fi—
>

Harper's Bazar,

Erysipelas, Scald Head, Itingwonns, Ulcers, Burns, Salt
j Kiieuin, uiuiibiains, Scalds, pimples, Biotenes, rrosteii
Limbs, In tinned Eyes, Piles, an-A all Eruptions of the
Skin. Also good lor Scratches on horses.

■

!

Cioiley's Books.

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores,
F. B, HiESRELI., Proprietor, Bangor, Mr.
and all
(j. C, (ioodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, :;s Hanover

Street, Boston. Mass.

Price

lyrJl

cents

■

0

Madam Demorest,

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

(he Fashionable critics

commend them. It has

no

House for Sale,

Durability,

A NICK COTTAHE HOUSE,.situated
r=S£—on Congress street, Bellast,
1 SB A El. COX.
Apple to
;?WJ1
Belfast, Dec. J8, 1870.

Call for
BFAYKR

M A lv K
most

Paisley Shawlsj
1 SPECIALTY !

$7

Belfast,prices

$40.

to

equal

for

Lustre and Fineness of

Texture.

Simonton Bros & Co.

The best, assortment in

re-

per Box.

n

other make but the

no

BRAND,

imble. You

can

as

it

lind all

the.

is

quali-

ties of them at

Sisiioiitoii Bros. & C

o.

Tin; tiKiyii iHsn n

The latest

he found in Stock.

can

have

customers

to send away for

ticle,

we

them

constantly

are

nice

a

determined to

cheaper

in

stock,

rates than
or

Dry Goods,

been
ar-

Fancy Goods,
Carpetings,

keep

and sell

they

can

Feathers,

New York.

AND

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

WORSTEDS,
A. T

PUBLISHED

BY THE

Simonton Bios, & Co.,
Far excel any of their

Lot*. 19th,

forts,

HALL,

N i B J K CJ T

BATTLE

^>9

*-*•

TRADEMARK V'-

Nervous Diseases,

previous

ef-

and the /’rices of their iroods

is well calculated to

GETTYSBURG.”

please the pub-

lic mind.

Store to Let.
SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR RENT TIIE
very desirable store now occnpicd by himself. It is
situated on the square within a few rods ot the Railroad
Depot, aud is well adapted for any wholesale or retail
business. Possession given dan. 1st. Apply to
3w23
S. S. LEWIS.
Bellas*, Dec. 13, 1870.

rpiIK

I)u.

(Opposite Itovere House.)
\V. II. PARKER, Assistant Physician.

Medical knowledge for everybody.

STRING OF
rJ^HE
Worth Its
in

weight
gold to every individual. Ladies
everybody will find tills the best chance ever ottered
easily make hundreds of dollars a mouth at home.
Thousands are rapidly making toi tunes with it. Sent

SCIENCE OF LIFE, Oil SBLF-PRKSERVAA Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure o!
[Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
and Physical Derility, ||yi*ocNervous
VIan,
ioxdicia, and all other diseases arising irom the ErExtous ok Youth, or the Ini>is< returns ok

2w23*

receipt of lifty

cents.
Address MADAM CAKLOTTA.
Box 2187, Boston, Mass.

on

%.
4. BIK'lkS, !\o, .T, I i «i r.««l «> 11
At
■Block, muy I*. <• •*n• 1 the t»*•-.: assortment .it French,.
Lnglish and American Christ mas ami N<\\ Year's Gilts
in this city.
;vvjj
lSolfast/l). c. l.sro.

of mature years. This is indeed a book lor every
Price only $1.00. 285 pages, bound in cloth.
A Hook for «verr Woman,

'ESSES
nan.

LEGISLATURE NOTICE.
-oGIVE NOTICE, that they

UNDERSIGNED
rpilE
1 will
the

petition
Legislature of Maine at its next
session, to grant to themselves and associates an act ot
incorporation for the manufacture of Brick and other
articles in Waldo County, with such powers a’ are usually granted to similar corporations.
JOSEPH B. MOOR.
JOSEPH L). ROBINSON.
Dec.
3w23*
2.
1870,
Bangor,

Mortgagee’s Notice.

copies sold

THE
I ION.

to

mail

250,00

in two yearn,
A Hook for every Hun.

PEARLS.

and

by

CHRISTMAS

No. 4 Bulflach. Street, Boston,'

*

UNDERSIGNED, hereby gives notice, uccordJL lug to the form of the statute in such case made aud
provided,that on the 2(ith day of July, A. D. 1868, Timothy Thompson of Belfast, by his deed of mortgage of that
rnilE

date, recorded in Waldo Registry of Doeds Book.OS page
•133, conveyed to him the uudersigued a certain parcel of
laud situate in said Belfast, being the same now occupied by said Thompson as a homestead, a particular de-

scription of which may be found in the record of deeds
from Samuel A. Howes to the undersigned in the Registry aforesaid, Book lo I page 232.
The condition of said mortgage has been broken by
the non payment of the notes therein described, by reason whereof the undersigned claims a foreclosure of said
S. S. LEWIS.
mortgage.
3w22
Belfast, Dec. 1, 1870.

Commissioner's Notice to Creditors.
HAVING BEEN APPOINTED BY THE
WEJudge of Probate for the County of Waldo, to
ceive and examine the claims of the Creditors of Amasa
re-

In Lincolnviilc, Deo. 1st, Almira A., wile ot Joseph
11. Field, aged 35 years.

Agent.

Manhood, Womanhood, &

Washburn’s liokstore,

Range,

NOTICE!
1

L E C T I It E S !

hand-picked

Dec. Id.
11.

at

The Stevens

THE THIRD LECTURE OF THE COURSE
WILL BE DELIVERED ON

Free

And spurns at mortal

seen

New

ol ISh-IiiiioimI

be obtained in Boston

23, 1870.

Sometliing

Line—Portland, Penobscot
Bay & Machias.

SSZSagBE

1S70.

lb.

■

Dec,

(Good.-.

Winter Arrangement.

them at

On which occasion will be presented,the best programme
ever offered by this company.

Tights,

Hie best Coal Stove ever offered to the public, is very
2\v2J
large, boiling six kettles at once while the oven bake*
eight large pies, is very quick and certain,doiug its work,
without halt the hankering tor fuel, manifested by stove*
of the old model.
In weight of casting and beauty ot tinisli it excels, amt
will be sold cheap lor cash.
Also a new Wood Stove just received which cannot bo
brat, and which every one should see before purchasing
elsewhere.
Just received a lot of Wooden Rumps, Seasoned Juniper and w :1 made. The cheapest and best Ruiup ever
THE STEAMER
-j,.;.,
used.
Fir#* Uriel**. Door*. Barbw, and repair
piece*
tor all Stoves in general use.
Orders for job und Furnace work solicited.
( apt. W M. E. DENN1 S()N.
2
lt1"’
All persons indebted to the tirmof S. 8 HKR.SKA it
Will make one trip per week, leaving Railroad Wharf, i SON, arc requested to call at once and settle, as ull dePortland, every THURSDAY EVENING, at H> o'clock, I mands outstanding on the 1st of Nov. next, wtll be h it
with an Attorney for collection.
or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, lor Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgewick,
So. West Harbor, :Mt. Desert.' Milibrldge .Umesport
and Machlasport.
Returning will leave Mnehiasport every Mo.iday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named landing.
.‘linos 11

u x

10 to 11
$27, to 27
0 to s
s to l(i
2uto 22
II to 17
2u to oo
15 to Is

PRODUCE MARKET.

ton.
In Stockton, Nor. 27,
to Miss xMarjr F. Brown,

H ALL,

Air

.Ia|>|>aiM*«l. Ilrilaniiihi, Euuuivlrtl mm«I
Hollon H are, Minbi. l'uui|M, and ull articles
usually found it a .Stove Store.
Till.

Waslilmnrs Hookstore.

obliged

THE BELFAST EXCELSIOR VARIETY TROUPE,
will give one ot their popular Entertainments at

Farmers Hoilers,

S. CLAUS, at

As many

laiiin ii ■■■!mi ■wimii■■■■■■—■

Excelsior Varieties

Jta" Clan of Hull, to be
Dec. 14, 1870,

Monday, Dec. 1;., 1870.
BUTTER—We quote summer ami fall dalri.s 35a.T'c
selections
ot
cholco
lb;
fall
dairies at 10a42c; line io
per
good New York and Vermont at 30a‘43c; choice Canada
common
and
inferior
bakers’ at I5al7c ter
20a25c,
32a31;

Eggs

mi

Admission,.25 Cts.
Roserved Seats,
35

1.00 to o.oo Lnmbperlb,
105 to
00 Turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
05 to
70 Chickens, per lb
Bailey,
2.00
to
2.50
Beaus,
Ducks, per lb,
Murrowlat Peas, 1.00 to 1.25 Geese,
55 to
do llayperton,
Outs,
$lsto2o
New Potatoes,
75 to 00 Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Dried Apples,
10 to
12 Washed Wool,
25 to 40
50 to Go Unwashed Wool,
25 to 20
Cooking, de,
2u to 4o Pulled Wool,
40 to OC
Butter,
20 to ou Hides,
7 1-2 to 00
Cheese,
22 to 22 Calf Skins,
hi 2-3 to oo
Eggs,
20 to
00 Sheep Skins,
Lard,
50to$l
G to
s Wood, hard,
Beef,
$G.00tJU0
Apples,Baldwin, 75 to 1.00 Wood, soft,
$1.00 to oo
10 to oo[ Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
Veal,
s to 10 1 Straw,
Dry Cod.
$f to 10

BOSTON

■

Il E L E A S T

Franklins,

which you are hereby notified to come and see, and 1
further say shall like to have you purchase under m.
hand and seal, this day. December, 1*70.

designs

lyrlDsp
■ ■iniHiiMini

JOUltNAL.

$7.00 to 11.00 Bound Hog,
1.10 to O.oo Clour Suit Pork,
1.25 to 0,00 Mutton per to,

Corn

GEORGE C,

Cook and Parlor Stoves,
Five Frames,

AID

vary from

II. SCHUIx’CK, M.D.,
Nil. 13 North Sixth street, Philadelphia,
GOODWIN & Co.. Boston, Agents.

palaces

Belfast, Wednesday, Dec. 11,
Flour,

druggist.

pbicbi intJinr

nt:i.nsT

tubes.

of ttie l.ioin-hia

Full directions in all languages accompany m\ medicines, soexplie.il and eb u that any one can u-e them
without consulting me, ami c.m be bought from *uiy

a contemplated change in im business location
1 haw decided to sell down my present stock into tin#
smallest compass at reduced prices and regardless ot
COS 1 or RROl-'l 1.
litis stock consists entirely ot new Patterns ot tho
present year. Comprising:

'liromos,

Eanoy

REDUCED PRICES.

Owing ti.

frost,

Know ye all Men, Women and Children, also any one
else,) that 1, Old Santa Claus, have taken up my head
juarteraat WASIIBUUN’S BOOKSTORE. Jf you don’t
know where it is ask' and in consideration of lots of scrip
which I nope to hare paid to me by all ye Men, Women
and Children, do hereby acknowledge that 1, Santa,shall
try to sell lots of suudrie and divers, articles to wit:

—

pamphh-t, which may be

AT

CHRISTMAS

<

readable and instruetivr
bad free at the stores.

STOVES

Little Hearts at Home ? AND KITCHEN WARE

e7

l

making the celebrated
having
African Wines. It is not generally known
If our anonymous correspondent had read the counterfeit 7-:S0 bond
plate, by means of that (Jape Colony produces
the most delicious
Journal attentively for a lew weeks past, she w ould
which bonds were printed and placed in cir- wines grown on tlie face ol tlie earth. A cargo rehave seen in its columns the clipping of poetry her
ceived ax a remittance by our neighbors Dr. J. C.
culation to the extent of nearly $100,000,
note enclosed. We have a vigilant eye for Midi
Ayer A < !o. contains several varieties raised there,
on
the
of
without
among which the Coustiuicia commands the highpart
exciting any suspicion
gems, although that one is more attractive for its
est price of any wine in the world. Almost tlie enhumor than its truth. We know of a pen that the Government as to their genuineness:
tire
of it is

Vowing them with an people of Camden regarded his as one
great.^beauty, rheir east interesting'of their course last winter.

they M.ivo a goon
pe. 11Mur.
-Mi!
i’licy are built it good
up ..liar,
I Hi-pinned oval -nut! box, and open
\
in -i/.- imm u silver ball' dol!

ou

deposits.
over $350,000,

and <1 months

ITEMS, & c

LOCAL

the Belfast Savings Bank, that the institution lias
made its semhamnial dividend, passing to the

orre-.pondent writes
ot that city, aged 20 posits

Kennebec river
He was a
Mindav evening.
ut had not been able to foix»■ m for more than a
year. For
ii..
n unuhle to attend to any
nfl ring from mental depression.
n

——p—ae^——aaw——a———aa

loft at ex-Judge Stuart's house for the purSPECIAL NOTICES.
Chief
pose of falling iuto official bauds.
Correspondence oi tlic Boston Post.
Wood subsequently sent the two trophies of
ASK FOB DS. CLARKE’S mm W1.\K BITTFKS.
his detective skill to Washington, but the die
New York, Nov. JO.
take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
was
afterwards abstracted from the Treasury And
Our Republican friends appear to be conis upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
A search was made for the They arepuerly vegetable and will not intoxicate,
Department.
the
Free
Trade
coalitisp
siderably frightened by
but without success, and the officials
tion movement.
They know it will increase ;I thief,
E v e
the demoralization ot their party, and they came to the conclusion that one of the attear that it will carry their best men into the taches of the department had been bribed to ON THE SECOND OF .JANUARY, at the New Hall,
Democratic ranks, whither many have be- i steal it. The plate which was considerably Saturday Cove, Northport, Everybody is invited to
come.
L’wTfsp
taken themselves already. The great Free- battered at the time of its capture, was
Trade banquet at Dolmonico’s was attended brought to this city a few weeks ago, and dr. scjtex^k advises coxsrMrrrvEP T'<
by some ol' the most substantial citizens of ! was introduced as evidence in the suit comgo TO FLORIDA IX WIXTER.
New York—men whose sympathies have al- menced by the United States at the District
Il.vvixr, for the last tliirty-f.ve years dw-ed my wh..[•»
time and attentUu » the study of lime disea-es and e,i,ways been with the Republican party, even Court, before Judge Illatchford, against Jay sumption, i f •.■! that I und>
fui v ti.e amr^' tint
the recovery of several ought to be pursued to restorer.-dand
a tolerably 1* id
use oi d:>though they did not take ail active part in its | Cooke & Co., for The
eased lunesto healthy soundn vss. The iir-t and most nisuit
thousand
dollars.
arose
out
of
the
as
David j
management. When such citizens
portant step is, for the patient to avid taking cold; and
the best of all places on this continent f<>r tins purpose, ::t
Dudley Field, Robert B. Minium, Lloyd As- redemption of some of the bonds by the gov- winter,
is Florida, well ilnvn in tin State, wheie the tempinwall, Stewart Brown, E. S. Jaffray, j eminent. Broekway was sent to Ludlow perature is regular, and not subjec t to such variations ns n
more northern latitudes.
Palalka is a point I can recomCharles II. Marshall, David A. Wells. Wil- i street jail last evening, in default of $30,000 mend.
A good hotel is kept there by Peterman.
Last winliam Cullen Bryant, Dr Joshua Leavitt, Sam- bail. The cause of the long delay in seeur- ter 1 saw several persons there whose lungs had been badly
diseased, but who, under the healing influence of the cliuel Cabot, Samuel Ward, and others of | ing the prisoner is attributed to the fact that mate
and my medicines, were getting well.
One hundred miles farther down the river is a point which
equal distinction and weight, heartily join the Government desired to ascertain whether I would
prefer to Palatka, as the temperature is more even
and the air dry and bracing. Mellonville and Enterprise
hands with prominent Democrats in an effort the bonds could be proven to be had in court,
are located there.
I should give a decided preference to
to accomplish revenue reform, against the before they took measures to arrest any of
Mellonville: it !s two miles from river or lake, and it
seems almost impossible to take cold there. The tables in
declared policy of the party with which they the alleged menders.
Florida might be better, and patients complain at times:
have sympathized, it not labored, the manabut that is a good sign, as it indicates a return of appetite
when this is t lie case, they generally increase in flesh,
The Whig says the liberal citizens of Wiu- and,
gers of that party certainly have much reason
and then the lungs must heal
to fear the consequences.
And they do fear. terport raised a subscription of about $200,
Jacksonville, Hibernia, Green Cove, and many other
places in various parts of Florida, can bo safely’recomThe Tribune, for instance, brings all the with which [they paid oft an encumbrance
mended to consumptives in winter. My reasons for saying
.-o are, that patients are less liable to take cold there than
force it can command to the work of resist- upon tin* house and iul occupied by Mrs. Geo.
where there is a less oven temperature; and t is not necessary to say, that, where a consumptive person exposes
ing the tide rising against its party on this K. Carter, a worthy woman who was left a liimself
to frequent colds, he is certain to .lie shortly:
with
I
widow
in
three
November,
dein
slashes
about
and
boys
quite wildly
therefore my advice is. go well down into the State, out
question,
the hope of neutralizing the efforts of the re- pendent upon her for support. Such deeds ot the reach of prevailing east winds and fogs. Jackson
or
almost any other of the localities 1 have named,
viile,
former.-. Almost all other subjects are laid are worth infinitely more than the value of
will benefit those who arc troubled with a torpid liver, a
disordered stomach, deranged bowels, sore throat, or cough;
aside while this is attended to, Mr (freely ev- the present.
but, for those whose lungs are diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly recommended.
idently regarding it as the. only one of real
.For fifteen years prior t.» Dot), I was professionally in
The engineer of a train on the Housatonic New
importance now on the political programme.
York, Poston, Haiti more, and Philadelphia every
week, where I saw’ and examined on an average five hunOf course he loses his temper in discussing road recently discovered a drove of cattle on
dred patients a week. A practices so extensive, embracing
it, or rather, in trying to refute the argu- the track : it being too late' to stop lie put on every possible phase of lung disease, lias enabled me to understand the disease fully ; and hence my caution in regard
ments of the anti-protectionists, but his great all steam, and threw all but one clear, which
to taking cold.
A person may Like »wst quaulities of
Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and Mandrake
interest in it shows how much lie fears the was found wedged firmly between the head
Pills,” and yet die it ho does not avoid taking cold.
of
the
new
But
Mr
movement.
of
tlie
boiler
and the pilot frame, vainly
In Florida, nearly everybody is using Schenek's Manconsequence
drake Pills; for the climate is more likely to produce
Greeley's resistance, is veiy much like that of struggling to escape.
bilious habits than more northern latitudes. It is a wellDon t juixote, to the wind-mills. The free
established fact, that natives ol Florida rarely die of conespecially those of the southern part. On the
trade tide is rising rapidly all over the countTwo Kewaunee (Wis.) men, when return- sumption.
other hand, in New England, one-third at least of the population
of this terrible disease. In the Middle States,
ry, and will soon overwhelm any party or ing Irom a visit the other evening, encoun- It does die
not prevail so largely ; still there are many thousands
faction that attempts to hold out against it. tered two
bears.
Each
made
for
a
of cases there. What a vast percentage of life would bo
savage
consumptives were as easily alarmed in rogard to
The only tiling that keeps many of the Re- tree and climbed if, and there they were kept sa ed iffresh
colds as they are about scarlet fever, sinall-pox,
taking
but they are not: they take what they term a little
publican leaders in New York and other for several hours, the bears walking around «fce.l which
cold,
they are credulous enough to believe will wear
line
of
the
into
East
from
with
them.
beneath
parts
falling
off in a few days. They pay no attention to it. and hence it
lays tlio foundation for another and another still, until the
flic Reformers is reluctance to sever all conlungs are diseased beyond ail hope of cure.
nection with their party. But when they see
My advice, to persons whoso lungs are affected, even
At Certain Seasons of the year most persons are
slightly, is to lay in a stock of Schenek’s Pulmonic Svvup,
the people moving, they will move, even
to diseases, emanating from a low state of Schenek’s Seaweed Tonic, and Schenek’s Mandrake Pills,
subject
go to Florida. I recommend these particular medicines,
though they have to enlist under the banner the blood. The causes are various, but it is on v and
because I am thoroughly acquainted with tlieir action. 1
of Democracy.
necessary, in order for the prompt purification of know, that, where they are used in strict accordance with
that fluid, that the patient should use Fellows’
my directions, they will do the work that is required. This
WIIAT THE DEMOCRATS WILT SAY.
nature will do the rest. The physician who
Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites with full accomplished,
prescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and then advises the patient t" walk or ride out every day, will be. sure
Gov. UolTnian, Mayor Ilall, Messrs Tweed assurance of obtaining tlie desired results. This
to have a corpse on his hands before long.
will strengthen the organs of digestion, proand Sweeney, and pretty much all the active Syrup
My plan is, to give my three medicines in accordance with
mote healthy assimilation, nourish tlie muscles,
the printed directions, except in some cases where a freer
men of the Democratic party, arc favorably
and renovate the nervous system.
use of the Mandrake Pills is necessary.
My object Is, to
give tone to the stomach, —to get up a good appetite. It
disposed toward the revenue reform moveSoreness of the flesh, tenderness of the scalp, are
is always a good sign when a patient begins to grow hunment.
do
not,
however,
I 'have hopes of such. With a relish for food, and
They
encourage, cured by using Renne's
Magic Oil. gry
the gratification of that relish, comes good blood, and
the idea of forming a new party. This, they This is excellent also for Vain-Killing
soro throat pain tn the
with it more flesh, which is closely followed by a healing
then the cough loosens and abates, the
think, is not necessary, because (he standard joints, and people sav “it works like a charm."’
of the lungs,
creeping chills and clammy mght sweats no longer prosprinciples of the Democratic party cover the
trate
and
and the patient gets well, provided ho
on
the
Blotches
ScroFace,
annoy,
Pimples
Eruptions,
avoids taking cold.
whole ground now taken by reform Republi- fulous diseases, and ull sores
arising from impure
cans, and it is not practicable, because the blood, are cured by Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext or Gold- means to go to Florida. The question may !>»• asked, Is
for such ? Certainly there is. My advice to
Democratic masses will not march under any en Medical Discovery. For Bronchitis, Laryngitis there no hope
such i=. and ever lias been, to stay in a warm room during
banner but their own. It Republicans who and all severe ami lingering coughs nothing equals
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
it. It
imuuj «•! ii
purities and strengthens the system.
>>L Lliut puiill
which should be k. ,/l
their par- As an cleanses,
are dissatisfied with the course of
Anti-Bilious or liver medicine and for habithermometer. Let such a patient take his exorcise within
as much as
and
down
of
the
the
limits
room
walking
By
up
(it
to
the
see
leave
it
and
tual
of
the
bowels it works wonderful
join
ty
Democracy,
constipation
his strength will permit, in order t<> keep up ifcfcealtliv circulation of the blood. I nave cured thousands by this systhey will be heartily welcomed, and even re- cures. Sold by druggists.
tem, and can do so again. Consumption is. as easily cured
warded according to their merit, but it is unAllis. Gates and Alps. James. Mrs. Gates.— as any other disease, if it is taken in time, and the proper
reasonable, if not preposterous, to ask the Good morning, Mrs. James. How well you are kind of treatment is pursued. Tl;c fact stands undisputed
on
record, that Sehenck’s Pulmonic Svrup, Mandrake
Democratic party to give lip housekeeping, looking; far better than when I saw you last.
l’ills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many of what
Airs James.—Oh yes; I am much better than I
seemed to be boneless cases of consumption. (Jo whore you
so to speak, and go to hoard with a few Rehave been for a long time, mid I am uow on my
will, you will no almost certain to tind some poor conpublicans. This is practically what the ad- way for more of my favorite medicine—Plantation sumptive who has been rescued from the very jaws ot death
use.
The Bitters. One bottle of it is worth all the doctors in by their
vocates of new organization propose.
Ho far as the Mandrake Pills are concerned, everybody
free trade principle is a Democratic principle, the world. No more doctors forme.
should keep 21 stipplv of them on hand. They act on the
leave none ot its hurtful
Airs. Gates.—Nearly every one speaks well of liver better than calomel, and are
and must lie asserted and carried into etleet
excellent in all cases
effects behind. In fact, they
have parunder Democratic auspices.
There is no Plantation Bitters, and I have a mind to try it my- where a purgative medicine is required. If you
self. The fact is, I have no appetite, strength or taken too freely of fruit, and diarrhoea ensues, a dose of the
new
to
acof
a
need whatever
If you are subject to sick headMandrakes will cure you.
party
forming
for
and
Lizzie
are
in
the
energy
anything. Mary
take a dose of the Mandrakes, and they will rclic\e
complish tiie reform that the free trade Re- same way, and lounge about the house all day long, ache,
v,.u in two hours. If you would obviate the effect of a
change of water, or the too free indulgence in fruit, take
publicans demand. A coalition in Congress good for nothing.
one
of the Mandrakes every night, and von may tiny
Airs. James.—AIv word for it, Mrs. Gates, just
is. of course, under present circumstances,
drink water, and eat wat r-melons, pears, apples, plums
let them try Plantation Bitters moderately three
peaches, or corn, without ilio risk of being made sick by
highly desirable, but this would not necessi- times a day
and you will see a wonderful improvethem. '1 hey will protect those who live in damp situations
tate any abandonment of principle or of par- ment.
against chills and li vers. Try them. They are perfectly
harmless. They can do you good only.
At
the
ic
members.
Democrat
rate,
any
ty by
I have abandoned my professional visits to Boston and
Sea Moss Ferine from pure Irish Moss, for Blanc
New York, but continue to see patients at my office, No. 13
it is quite certain that the bone-aml-sincw elMange, Puddings, Custards,Creams, &c., Ac. The North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, every Saturday, from
kick
would
ement of the Democracy
whowihh a thorough examination
against cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the !), a.m toil, i*.m. Those will
llie
be charged live dollars,
with the liespimuieter
'They could not be world.
any transfer project.
Jiespirometer dedans the exact condition ot thn lungs;
made to see the wisdom ot abandoning the
and patients can tvadily learn whether they are curable
Rufus Chapman of Liberty. Maine, had a stilt' leg
But I desire it distinctly understood, that the\u!
not.
fie! 1 in which they have struggled so bravely bent at the knee, limbered and straightened by tlie or
tie of my medicines depends entirely upon their being taken
.strictly according to directions.
and so long, at the very moment when com- use of “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.”
m conclusion. 1 will say, that when persons take my
medicines, and their systems are brought into a healthy
plete victory promises to shine upon their
Tlie proprietors of “Johnson's Anodyne Linicondition therein they are not so liable to take cold; yet
Mahomet may go to the mountain, ment” "Parson's Purgative Pills." and Sheridan's no
arms.
one with diseased lino-: can hear a sudden change ot atbut the mountain will not go to him.
Cavalry Condition Powders.” have published a mosphere without the liability of greater or less irritation
I
ui

legerdemain show at Huyford Ilall. on Saturday evening, the professor of the art called for a
small boy to assist in one of his tricks. .No one reAt

::.n.00(
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THE FREE TRADE COALITION.

B. Clark, late of Troy, in said County, deceased, whoso
estate is represented insolvent, give notice that six
months commencing the eighth day of November 1870,
have been allowed to said creditors to bring in aud prove
their claims, and that w.e will attend the servlec assigned
us at the dwelling house of .lames Cotton, in Troy, on
Monday the ninth day of January 1871, and also on
Monday the eighth day May 1871, from one o’clock to
lour o’clock in the uiternoon of each day.
JAMES COTTON,
GEORGE H. CARTER.
Dated at Troy, this 6th day of December 1870.
3w22
rnilE SUBSCRIBERS HAVING BEEN appointed
I commissioners to receive and examine the claims
of the several creditors of the estate of Walter F. Dodge,
late of Islesboro, in the county of Waldo, deceased, do
hereby give public notice that they will meet for said
purpose at the dwelling house of Jas. B. Wllliuins, in
said Islesboro, on the 0th day of March 1871, and on the
J. B. WILLIAMS,
sth day of May 1S7I.
< 1EO KG E W. DO 1 )G E.
2 w22

PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
or, Woman treated ok Physio
LEY
PATIIOEOUICA
t TO III I NKANC \
.OGICALEY
ro Oi.D Auk, with elegant Illustrative EngravB50 pages, bound in beautiful French cloth.
ings.
Entitled SEXUAL
HER DISEASES
AND

Price $2.00.

A Book for Evervlioily.
Flattered by the reception of, and great demand for,
die above valuable and timely treatises, and also to meet
great need of the present age, the author has just published a new book, treating exclusively o! NERVOUS
150 pp. cloth.
Price
AND MENTAL DISEASES.
HI oo, or sent free on receipt ot $:i fur the other two
pooks, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary

works

on

Physiology

ever

published.

There

is

nothing whatever that the Married or Single, ot
Either Sex, can either require or wish to know, but

ciybr

fully explained, and many matters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced to
what is

be found in any other works
All the New Discoveries of the aun our language.
is
such
as probably never before
whose
experience
thor,
fell to the lot of any man, are given in full. No person
diould bo without these valuable books.
“ValuAULK Books.—We have received the valuable
medical works published by the Peabody Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit, and should find
placo in every Intelligent family. They are not the
»heap order of abominable trash, published by Irrespondble parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but
ire written by a responsible professional gentleman of
eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters,
concerning which lamentable Ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
many useful preibllity, and care, and, as an
icrlptlons for prevailing complaints are added.”— Cons
If.
X.
Lancaster,
Republican,
“The author of those books is one of the most learned
md popular physicians of the day, and is entitled to the
rratltude of our race for these Invaluable productions,
ft seems to bo his aim to iuduce men and women to
ivoid the cause of those diseases to which they are subect, and he tells them just how and when to do It.”—
which

no

allusion

even can

appendix,

|

Chronicle, Farmington, Maine, Sept. 7, lHti'.i.
Either book sent by mall on receipt of price.
N. B. The Author of the above-named medical works
8 the Chief Consulting Physician of the Peabody Medial Institute, and Is so constantly employed in consultation with Invalids from all parts of the country, that In
Therelas no time to attend to mere business details.
ore all letters should be add res sd to the PEABODY
dEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. W. H. PARKER, the
iledlcal Assistant of the Author, uud his Business
kgent, who, us well as the Author himself, in «y be eonulted on all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and ex-

] icrienee.
I N V lOLARLK SEGKEGY

AND

CERTAIN

RkLIKK.
lyrir

This is the most thorough blood purilier yet discovercures nil humor* trout the worst Scrof ula to u
Eruption. /*implts and ll latches on the face,
and scaly or rough skin, which arc such annoying Idem
ishes to many young persons, yield to the use of a few
bottles of this wonaertul medicine. From one to
bottles cure Suit Hheum, Erysipelas, Scald Head, lit ay
Worms, Soils, Scalp Eruptions, of the Skin, Scrofula
il
Sores, Vl‘\.rs and Canker'* in the Mouth and Stomach.
It is a pure medicinal extract of native roots aud plants,
combining //< harmony Nature s most sovereign curative
properties, which God has instilled into the vegetable
kingdom for healing the sick. It is s great restorer for
t]u» strength ami vigor ol the system. Those who are
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or fours,
jr any of the affections symptomatic of weakness, will
liinl convincing evidence of its restorative power upou
trial. If you teel dull, drowsy, debilitated and despoiutmt, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes Inully In the
morning, irregular appetite and tongue coated, yon are
milering from Torpul Liver or “llilunisnets.** In many
Liver Complaint'* only a pari of these symp;aaes of
As a remedy for all such cases,
toms are experienced.
[)r. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery line no equal,as It
•fleets perfect cures, leaving the liver strengthened and
iealthy. For the cure of Habitual ('ouMipntiou of the
dowels it is a never failing remedy, aud those who have
ised it for this purpose are loud in its praise,
in Hran
■hull, Throat and Lung Disease, It lias produced many
failhad
remarkable
where
medicines
other
cures,
ruly
'd. Sold by druggists at $1.00 per bottle. Prcjmn d at
he Chemical Laboratory of
dniosH
It. V. PIKKCK, M. I>., Buffalo, N. Y.

ed, and

common

FISHERMEN!
TWINES & NETTING,
MANUFACTURED
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WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
jjrSend
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Price-List.
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GRANDMOTHER S

SERMON.

HOW TO PROVE AN

Vl rLL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L. DIX
What does this mean ?” he asked, sternly. Q
"i f
to cure in less time than any
Only a fancy.'’ was the sulky answer, I; other physician, failing
more, effectually and permanently, with
found
about ten year- ago, i
I “l'vt> worn that wig for
Sunday,
less
restraint
from
occupation or less exposure to all
years.”
Ilk health is swept.
myself al Carlisle. I was considerably ac“Have you, indeed ? Did you wear it all weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
lire''glow
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
quainted there, and had been there pretty day yesterday?”
H'Tt r to li *ar a tale
often on business; but my being there at this
ton
Their effects and consequences;
1. ng ago.
"Yes sir,” was the confident response.
time was the result of an accident merely. !
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
"Where!”
11;;
;i; !1 W:
gulden hrOWtl,
had been three hundred miles west of this,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
! a:n«* and went
“At Noivotl. <0 ill!
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
!
ive have been SWOPtCl*
“All day?”
trying in vain to liml a clue to the where.Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ot the
abouts of an absconding defaulter; and coin“Certainly. 1 was there the whole day.” skin; Ulcers
■'
;
of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
a content.
ing hack to take a fresh start, 1 found that a j “When did you arrive here at Carlisle ?”
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constituoid * aivwoin now,
flood had submerged the track for several
tional
and
other
W eaknesses in youth and the more adVt
seven
i
twenty this morning.”
r i' giay :
| miles east of Carlisle, and that there would J fhe district attorney gave me a triumph- vanced, at ail ages, ot
:
th young girl's eyes
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OK MARRIED.
he no getting away till Monday, at the least. I ant wink: and when he
slated to the court
way
So I made a virtue, of necessity, and tele- that lie
y.-'-y f~8>U. £.
de-ired
this
witness
to
be
detained
J
in. h thtire's light,
graphing my detention and its cause to mv tili the idose of the trial, the sheriff was diPRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
v'
:
I hc\ go.
I
went
town.
family,
up
‘■£1 Kinlicott Street, floxton, Iflasn,
rected to take, charge of him. Mr. Caleb
hmg nni'ie that grandma loves,
After dinner at the hotel, I dropped in at
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
'i
came down from the stand with his
>,-king toe.
Wye
wig
the office of the district attorney with whom in his
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Jlro. SI, hav
hand, and took a seat by the sherilf, ing
u
ne children love it too,
no connection with his residence,
I was well acquainted.
consequently no
1 found him arrangmore bilious than 1 had family interruption, so that on no account can
m
w tlie
looking
decidedly
any person
stocking song
the
details
of
a
number
of
criminal
eases
ing
hesitate
.’i
to grandma*** mind
seen him appear.
applying at his ofllce.
yet
which were to be tried at the court which beDIX
DU.
'.■! hear • re long.
Mr. Pleasants was now loudly called for
asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
gan the following Monday.
'1..1of oldcU time
by Ike defence; but no one came forward. boldly
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themof
it -ii lo-ii ight—
“Anything
importance ?” I asked, rath- The unexpected reception tiiat ilio last wit- selves, to impose upon
patients,) that he
er carelessly.
IS TUB ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN*
ton! and short
ness had met
chilled the ardor of
probably
ADVERTISING
IN BOSTON.
tin needle* bright.
“One at least,” he replied. “.Joe Slit'er, a his
confederate, and he wisely chose to keep
TWENTY YEARS
notorious scoundrel, is to lie tried for high- himself in the hack
grandma 'U>*.
ground. This then was engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact sc wel
ui't l**gun:
way robbery. The victim was dragged out all of the
and my evidence at once known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Dote
mg the toe of mine.
of this buggy on a lonely road, beaten in- blew it todefence;
tlie winds. I looked directly at Proprietors, &c., that he is mucli recommended, and par
k i' almost done.
ticularly to
sensible, and robbed of a thousand dollars. Mr.
Wye (so called), while I was telling the
srl' \v» begin to knit,
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
He identifies SIitier positively as one of the
and
under
what
circum-GO Feet Front—Iron and Glass.’
jury when, where,
i;" i' almost play:
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
ruffians.”
stances
1
had
seen
him the previous day, and quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other
red and 'ome are white.
largo
“What's the defence?”
1 saw him tremble like an aspen-leaf. The jury cities,
a* hen
gray.
“I can't imagine. I don't think there is convicted
DR. DIX
the prisoner without leaving their
n.ad< oi many a hue.
proudly refers to Professors anu respectable Physicians—
any, in reality.”
seats, and the witness was locked up for many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
stitch set w rong,
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
“Maybe lie’ll prove an alibi,'' 1 jocosely further consideration.
w
l»e sadly ripped
through
so long experience, practice, and observation.
GILES, WALES &_COL_ MARION, N. J.
i' fair and strong.
suggested. 11c shook his head.
1 left Carlisle the next morning, and
AFFLICTED
AND
that.”
he
said.
“The
UNFORTUNATE,
“They’ll
hardly
try
heard
more
of
this
affair
.on 'pi
for several be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
without a break,
nothing
facts are too clear.”
•id 1 .re hard to hear,
weeks. Then a letter from the district at- by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
After some more unimportant conversation
w
and pretentions of
t it i> dropped
jMj >o n te ns, Ms i y i fa <j t un av.lv, a yi> jo eh f /; ,v
me for the assistance 1 had
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
■»*
:1; in 1 with care.
with him, I returned to the hotel, where 1 torney, thanking
rendered him, conveyed more details.
who know little of the nature and character of Special
““
spent the remainder of the day.
\
“The witness Wye,” lie wrote,
happiest time G that
whose Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
The next day was Sunday. 1 awoke quip* real
; would 'hun.
name is Nicholas Bray, was indicted for Diplomas ol
in any part
the world; others exhibit Diplomas of tin
i'ather break* the thread.
carl}', and found the promise of a beautiful perjury. A very slight investigation showed Dead,
how obtained, unknown; not only assuming ami
work G done."
summer day so good that t dressed
in names of those inserted in the
13
MAIDEN
LANE, NEW YORK.
myself me that we could prove that he had no right advertising
diplomas
but to further their imposition assume names of other cVland sallied out for a walk. NTobodv was
t 'ay good-night,
to the name of Wye, that neither lie nor any
since dead. Neither be deceived
PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY
•right young eyes,
stirring yet about the hotel, and the streets man by (he name of Pleasants ever kept byrated physicians long
m
a]*, w itli a broken thread,
were perfectly still.
I walked around sever- store in
FROSTED
MOVEMENTS.
NOSTRUM MA IvERS,
AND
NICKEL
QUACK
BOTH
s '!•»
Noreott, and that neither of them
dig li. '.
al squares, and returned to the hotel,
Talsc certificates and references, and recommend
8,'ttiiiir*. and uccuiat, iy iul.iu.Med to lbut,
Tlio finer grades all having tliree pairs Cniiiral I*«votx. <’a|» Jewrlitl, in
.....
meeting was known there at all. This, with your through
ations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
.ill.a ..... I
in the cheapest grades, have the ST U A It i Hi' LINK Ksciipcinent, \\ it ti Cxpo-e i l'allet 1 ‘e. els, ami Hardened and i emptied Hair Spline
only one person on the way.
m
Voter n the Incantation Scene.
evidence, would have been sufficient to con- or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their
imn
STKM WINDING iiieehanism we elaim a STHKXt: TH, SIMPUrrj'V. and SUOO /V/.VAW.VIuthortu un.itt:utu'.l in any .ill.er inai.u:
That
was
in
the
X MltdX.
person
doorway
standing
ami understanding if as well as positions, copy from medical books, much that is written
v.
Constantly on Iiand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamoud .Set ami Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent T I. I-...Spin mil:.
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants
of a basement saloon as I passed. I looked vict; him;
three diflerent time-5, for timing hordes, Artillerymen. &c,
> on tli! wax e.
lie concluded to save trouble and and ascribe
anybody,
all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Spccilies
ILavare
the
trade
oi
>•
worm*
v
sale
generally.
For
List
business
card.
Price
ou
by
furnished the trade
down casually, and saw him standing there
Atop
application, enolodng
.w-worm in the grass,
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because flooded, I nsist on u certificate of genuineness from those oi whom you i»urchase, and see that the words, Marion. A. J..
i..
plead guilty. So lie and Siller are both in of
<*i, the grave,
m his shirt-sleeves.
His hair was tumbled, the
the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but now
barrel. All others are snunons.
and will stay there for a known
penitentiary,
oi. the morass;
to
kill
more than is cured,” and0 those not
and he was gaping, as if just awakened. 1
term of years.”
-■'•in' are shooting,
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
did not discover that he was doing anything
\i owls are hooting,
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
I
afterwards
that
it
it 1 axes are still
particular there; thought
A Hevoi-itidnauv llici.n;. The town of
111.
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lako Street,
ROSTRUM -MAKER 3.
xv of tin hill,
ui;u
ihj
n:m
noen
ion in a Acton,
tjuuu liivuij
by the bequest of Edward Everett, is Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
!*e upon thine.
drunken sleep on the floor or on a bench in now in
other remedy, he relies upon MiiucciiV, and gives it
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Cortitieato.
possession of the powder horn worn no
\x
r and a sign.
to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrumthe bar the night before, and that waking
i. ,
\y
I-TTWat, ir No. lOSft. Stem AVinder—bearing Trade-Mark. Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .r.."mannla,■Mired !,■, t ni; ,|
up by James Hayward, who was killed in Lex- maker, equally
adds to his so-called Extracts,
ignorant,
at this early hour, he had taken the
been carried bv me i'roni 1 >eeeniber, isr.s, to .liranan' 17(h. H70: i total variation being only tiro xrmtnils in lie- util'-■ lime.
•> 'lnmlK*r may he deep,
wrong ington while pursuing the British from Con- Specilic, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its cll'ects in
I..
F.
CIIII U:\I>1.\. La!, It.
nt 'hall not sleep :
New
York,
.'la
17
1S70.
i
:
door in seeking for his lodgings, and had cord. Mr.
hundred, it is trumpeted in various
Everett, while ft was in ids pos- curing a few in athe
I TIC V. N. 1 i'< b. 11, i-,n.
'hade- which shall not vanish,
Watch ( <)., has b«en cars i* .1 b\ no
Watch No. 11*21—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
land; but, alas : nothing is said ol
\ nn»i i!
;
ways throughout
come out of doors instead of
Watch No. gfdT bearing Trade-Mark,
a eights thou eaust not banish;
going to bed. session, had ii hound with silver, and a silver the
Fayette tal variation from r an fin b. \
Atherton &Co.,” manufacture ! by the l S. Watch Co.
some of whom die, others grow worse and
balance,
d. manufactured by V. S. Watch
N.
St
look
at
him
was
Marion.
a
ration,
•x
side
My
has been carried t y me seven months ; its total variation
l“'r month, have !- a trn\cl!!ntr thr uieh
liec-k chain attached. The story was that are left to linger and suiter for months or years, until ren
unknoxvn,
merely
glance,
variaits
total
me lg months;
v
tions <»I lli
'■
Imm Iv w biri; t>
from mean time b ing only six seconds. A. I.. DEXNIS, Co., has been carried by
Inn that was enough to photograph Ins face
or cured, if poss5ibie,by competent physicians.
li x. r he alone;
tion irom moan time being liitecn seconds.
Hayward, having entered a yard to quench lieved
as, aiul buck, hv .‘•ttvinor un<l rnilro ol.
President N. J. It. It. X T. Co.
j.. |;|< i
x\
e* xx itli a shroud.
ill. It. II.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
in my mind. It was a thin, bilious face, per-, his thirst on that hot and memorable
I. Vi ;oo MAN, engineer N. V.(
t W hitnoy ii, Kiri
.r
Watch
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day, Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
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by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
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to one side, and a red scar over the left
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S. Watch Co., has been carried by me sine*
r;» of this spell.
eye. officer approached, exclaiming, ‘"You are a of the lile and health of others, there are those among
tl months; 0 months of that, time at sea, and in all the cl [■■. I
At hi it on A <
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u; .d |
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I marked it instantly as the face of a rascal. dead man!"
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various
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that time
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How 1 could do that, I can’t explain; our both fired at one time. The British officer mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their my return it has not varied one second per week.
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M‘ mphis Appeal, as
people were return,g ir--in church, a lady dressed in the very

-hi "f fashion, with
I

a

gorgeous Grecian

magnificent proportions, tripped
a n Main street in the most
approved style,
s
a cat treading on
eggs. Just as she
i'i

died the corner of Main and Jefferson
'reels, where the ••gentles most do
congre-

newspaper, neatly folded, slipped
;i 'in under her skirts
and fell on the sidewalk.
A polite “mackeril” saw it fall, and
died out to her that she had dropped sum•liing, hut she kept her eyes fixed on vacanand moved straight ahead without appearing to hear him. A few steps further
another wad fell from the same region, and
there was a diminution of the size of the
hi.nip on her back. The boy yelled after her
'gain. "I say. Missis, you’re losing all your
The only sign of hearing him that
] tjmts
''”•
gave was a quickening in her pace, as if
'h‘ V:ls anxious to
get away from those diggu!

ging-

a

as

soon

as

possible.

A

kind-hearted

civ. who was
walking behind her and unilci'laMsl the situation at this moment, burned up along-side and
whispered to her that
she was losing her bend. The information
-aused her to turn into a friendly
stairway
near by to repair
damages; but just as she
in
the
foot
her
an
door,
enormous bundle
put
ut papers, a hundred or so in
number, dropher
from
skirts
beneath
and rolled on the
|«'d
banquette. The “mackeril,” indignant at
the treatment he had received, and the
apparent disdain with which his polite attention been met, on this rushed forward, and
seizing the bundles of papers, startled the
Sabbath stillness on the streets with “’Ere’s
Latest from the seat of war !’
your extra!
I lii- lady, it is needless to sav. didn’t
stop to
to take an “extra
■

respect anywhere.
I saw him; and though I did

Savings

not

betray

I know that my heart gave :
mump, ror l saw llic bilious,
thin face, the crooked nose, and the scarrei
forehead of the dodger whom I had seei
twenty-four hours before in the doorway ol
the saloon. With this difference, however,
the hair of that man was almost black, while
this man’s was silver gray.
I edged my chair quietly up beside that of
the district attorney, and while the man wai
testifying 1 managed to whisper in the officer’s ear without attracting the attention ot
the witness. The latter testified that he was
a dealer in ready-made
clothing at Norcott,
and one of the firm of Wye & Pleasants,
That on the day testified to as the day of the
robbery, both lie and his partner were at
their store at Norcott, and there was an unusual call for goods. Joe Slifer was then in
town ; they knew him well, and had often
employed him to help in the store. On this
particular day they sent for him; lie came
immediately; and he remained at the store,
waiting on customers, from two o’clock to
eight, without once leaving it. Mr. Pleasants was in court, and he could testify to the
same facts.
The first question of the district attorney
made the fellow start and shiver.
‘■Are you in disguise, sir?”
“Wh—what?” stammered the man.
“Have you a silver-gray wig over your
dark hair!1”
The man looked amazed and then frightened, but said nothing; and before lie could
recover his self-possession, the district attorney had stepped forward and removed the
wig, revealing a smoothly-brushed head of
dark brown hair!
any

surprise,
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over Black’s
Straw Factory.
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.

W. I*. BL KRILL. & CO.
tH2

BEST AND CHEAPEST PLACE TO BUY

Boots,

Shoes and Rubbers.

There you will find the Largest ami Best assortment
(and the cheapest prices,) to select- from in the city.
Custom work done in the Latest Style, and of the best
stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairing done in the
best manner and at Short Notice.

liar C 0 M E A N J)
if 10
Belfast, Nov. 25, 1870.

EE E l
H. H. FORBES.

NOTICE.

Conn.

"ITFILLIAM lL SWAN & CO., having purchased the
▼V
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of 11. J. ANDERSON, .J it., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE
A Clergyman, while residing in South America as a
RIO
FLOUR, COFEEK
discovered
a
safe
and
missionary,
HAVANA
simple remedy for the
PORK,
JAPAN TEA
Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases ol
ST. I AGO
BEEF,
OOLONG*
the Urinary and Seminal Organs, and the whole train of
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
disorders brought on by baneful and vicious habits.
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH,
Great numbers have been cured by this noble remedy. A full and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
Prompted by a desire to benetitthe nfliicted and unfortunate, I will send the receipe for preparing and using this
make prices satisfactory.
medicine, in a scaled envelope, to any one who needs it,
WM. B. SWAN,
/'Vr< of chnnjc. Address JOSEPH T. I NM AN. Station
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
I). Bitde lb ms*1. New York <’it\.
Belfast, May 1, I8f»0,
tf!2

ami may lie u-ed as a moveable commode, or by ajo-.o.i
ins for lived closets.
Prices, £’.• to $1", according t" the
kind rebuilt rj.
Aiming its advantages are
1. Complete deodori/.utioa trom the imam ut ot ij
to t lie earth.
Tie placing within reach of all, rich and poor, in
d.
town and in the country, a simple means for j ro\ idiny
in the house, a comtortahle'private closet.
One barrel ol earth is suflient tor lour month*' n
d i>y
one person.
Meiul for Circular, ( los. t lor sale !>•.
a-: % 12 a -a t i.onh i c «»
No. l'J l)o:ine Street, Boston.
lyrll

plying

A LECTURE
TO

Belfast, April 20, 1870.

COUNTRY

■

In order to avail themselves of

TO DEPOSIT.

before the 1st of any month,
will be placed upon interest every
except
in
and November) and tote Best; computed upon the
same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from'.'
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M. Saturdays from ‘.'to 12 A.M.
J011N II. QUIMB Y, Trcas.
AS A FAUNCE, Prost.
til
Belfast, July Id, 1870.

THU

Read This!

THE

“A penny saved

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
Prizes cashed and information
U I’ll AM, Providence, U. I.

IS

CAUTION^-All genuine has the name “Peruvian
Synup^%(/iol^‘.Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the glass

A
33-pagc, paraphlctJuseut-, free.
Prop^or, 0G i)ey St:;• New York.

J:

Jt\ Uiaaaioiii;

Just

utuis/ied,

in

a

A Lecture on the

YOUNG
Sealed

1m

elope.

MKN.

I'nee si.r

c-

nl*.

Nature, Treatment

& Radical
( ure of Spermutorrhaa, or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual Debility, am! Impediments to
Marriage generally ; Nervousness, Consumption, Fpilepsv, and Kits; Mental and Physical Ineapaeity. resulting
lrom Self-Abuse,
Hy KOKKKT .1. < TLYHKW KI.L,
M. !>., Author ot the “(ireen Hook," &c.
Tin* world-renowned author, in this admirabb la eture
clearly proves from his own experience that tin1 awful
eon sequences of Sell-Abuse may be effectually removed
without medieiii's, and without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordials,
pointing out a mode ot cure at once certain and effectual
by which every sufferer, no matter what his condition
may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radifills I,KC 1C KM Wild. VllOYK A BOON |<>
cally.
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal, to any address, in a plain sealed cu
velopo, oil the receipt of six cents, or two post stamp-.
ceufs.
Also, Dr. Culverwell’s “Marriage (inide/' price
Address the Publishers,
( HAS. J. (’. KMNM A < <>.
IS? ISwncry.lVon York. Post Otliee P»o\ 4..»*<!►.

lyrS

SyldJjy alLQruggiBts.
14.

FISHING.VESSELFOR SALE.
TIi«* Nt homier Senator. :‘.5 tons,
a very good vessel in
every respect. Well
in
Sails
and Rigging, has 120 fathoms new cable.
found
Will be sold very low.
K. B. CARPXF.K.
ills
Bucksport, Me.

Vitality

(

OOIT It is still at the old Maud ot

HALLS & COOPLK
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment ot lainilicr, Cniinit, ■ Our. Kami ami
llalr. also Corn, Flour and Orocerie*,.
Thankful lor past tavors he respect fully solicits a conM. K. (;oopi:i;,
tinuance ot the anif.
lb'I fast Feb. p; 1 o>.
t
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